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1        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Pursuant to the authority

2 vested in me by the State of Illinois and the

3 Illinois Commerce Commission, I now call Docket

4 T13-0098 for the hearing.

5                 May we have the appearances,

6 starting with Mr. Gower for the City of Springfield.

7        MR. GOWER:    My name is Ed Gower.  I'm with

8 Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP.  That's

9 C-u-l-b-e-r-t-s-o-n.  The last word, LLP.  400 S.

10 Ninth Street, Suite 200, Springfield, Illinois,

11 62401.

12        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And Norfolk Southern.

13        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Charles Swartwout,

14 S-w-a-r-t-w-o-u-t, with the law firm Boyle,

15 B-o-y-l-e, Brasher, B-r-a-s-h-e-r, LLC, 5000 West

16 Main, P.O. Box 23560, Belleville, Illinois 62223.

17        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Union Pacific.

18        MR. SHUMATE:  Thank you, your Honor.  My name

19 is Mack Shumate, S-h-u-m-a-t-e.  I'm an attorney with

20 the Union Pacific Railroad Company.  Our offices are

21 at 101 N. Wacker Drive, Suite 1920, Chicago,

22 Illinois, 60606.  Telephone number (312) 777-2055.  I

23 am a respondent in this matter.

24        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  Department of
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1 Transportation.

2        MS. KUNTZ:  Jennifer Kuntz, K-u-n-t-z, 2300

3 South Dirksen Parkway, Springfield, Illinois, 62764,

4 (217) 782-3215.

5        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Commission staff.

6        MR. TOLIVER:  Aaron Toliver, A-a-r-o-n, T as

7 in Tom, o-l-i, v as in Victor, e-r, representing the

8 staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission Rail Safety

9 Section.  And the address is 527 East Capital Avenue,

10 Springfield, Illinois, 62701.  And my telephone is

11 (217) 785-8420.

12        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  Very good.  And the two

13 witnesses we know that we have today are Jim Moll and

14 Mike Mendenhall.  Is that correct?

15        MR. MENDENHALL:  That's correct, sir.

16        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Would you two raise your right

17 hand.

18                   (WHEREUPON, the witnesses were duly

19                   sworn.)

20        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Thank you very much.

21                 Let the record show that before we

22 went on the record, there was discussions and the

23 parties were able to reach what they believe is a

24 document that will be titled a draft proposed
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1 stipulation, I believe.  So that at the end of this,

2 we can take a stipulation for that document as an

3 exhibit for the purpose of stipulating to the facts

4 stated therein.

5                 And also let me address this to the

6 court reporter again.  We have a microphone sitting

7 in front of us.  Sometimes we shuffle papers.  If

8 they get in your way, just let us know.  Feel free to

9 let us know or Mr. Shumate let us know.

10        MR. SHUMATE:  Yes, sir.

11        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Thank you.

12                 Do you have any preliminary matters

13 that you want to address, Mr. Gower?

14        MR. GOWER:  Well, your Honor, I'm going to

15 let Mr. Swartwout address this, but we had had a

16 discussion about whether or not the agreement

17 concerning payment of the Norfolk Southern's cost by

18 the cities that are included in the various costs in

19 this project, included attorneys' fees.  And I will

20 let Mr. Swartwout address that.

21        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Sure.  As a preliminary

22 matter, prior to going on the record, Mr. Gower

23 expressed to your Honor that Norfolk Southern was

24 entering into this project with the understanding
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1 that there would no cost associated with this project

2 to it.  We are afraid, Railroad, this is a passenger

3 matter.  We are acknowledging as good corporate

4 citizens this is a very viable project for the City

5 of Springfield as well as the State of Illinois with

6 respect to economics and the boom that will follow

7 from such a project when it's finally completed.

8                 But in the workup, in particular

9 under the realm of NS review, NS was under the belief

10 that their legal costs would be covered as part of

11 the cost of this project, either by the City of

12 Springfield or by and through the funds that were

13 sought pursuant to this hearing.

14                 Mr. Gower and I have agreed to take

15 that up later, try to work it out between the City

16 and Norfolk Southern; and if not, come back to you

17 with a supplemental petition on that topic.

18        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  Very good.  Thank you.

19                 And to clarify, what I have informed

20 you and my position is, because I don't want anybody

21 being misled, is that, of course, the Commission is

22 required to allocate costs and expenses of the

23 project in its Order.  That it's anticipated that,

24 hopefully, we will be taking all the evidence
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1 necessary today and that a final order will be based

2 upon what's done here today.  And that since there

3 apparently is not going to be any evidence regarding

4 the cost nor, as I understand it, even a request --

5 excuse me, no evidence regarding NS fees, attorney

6 fees.  And I understand it, not even a request at

7 this point that the Commission consider the

8 allocation of those attorney fees; that the final

9 order would not be addressing that issue; and that I

10 make no representation whatsoever that it would be

11 properly raised on a supplemental petition.

12                 Is that a fair understanding of what

13 I've addressed to you before?

14        MR. SWARTWOUT:  It is.  But I think that from

15 the standpoint of the City and Norfolk Southern, they

16 are willing to waive any procedural defense as to

17 coming back with a supplement petition.

18

19                 JUDGE DUGGAN:  If they do so, then

20 that's certainly well and good for them.  That

21 doesn't necessarily give us jurisdiction.  Okay.

22                 So anything you want to add to that,

23 Mr. Gower?

24        MR. GOWER:  I don't -- obviously, I don't
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1 agree with all the preparatory discussions that

2 Mr. Swartwout added in about the project and any --

3 the lack of any benefits to the Norfolk Southern, but

4 that's argument.  And I agree with him that we agree

5 to set the attorneys' fee aside, proceed with today's

6 hearing.  And if he wants to, if we can't agree and

7 he wants to come back in and ask for those fees to be

8 allocated, we are willing to waive any procedural

9 problems associated with that and allow him his day

10 in court.

11                 Fairly stated?

12        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Yes.

13        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  Now, let me run this by

14 you again to make sure that I've got this right and

15 ask each of you, Mr. Gower and Mr. Swartwout, that

16 you are not asking the Commission at this proceeding

17 today to consider NS attorney fees in the allocation

18 of costs; is that correct?

19        MR. GOWER:  That's my understanding, yes,

20 sir.

21        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Is that correct,

22 Mr. Swartwout?

23        MR. SWARTWOUT:  It is correct, with the one

24 caveat that under the heading of NS review, it's the
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1 Norfolk Southern's belief that they could be included

2 in that allocation that's going to be handed out

3 today.

4        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Off the record.

5                   (WHEREUPON, a discussion was held

6                   off the record.)

7        JUDGE DUGGAN:  So I'd already asked Mr. Gower

8 if the intention here today was there would not be a

9 request that NS attorney fees be considered as costs

10 or expenses to be allocated by the Commission.  And

11 now I ask that of you also, Mr. Swartwout, that is it

12 correct your intention today is that you will not be

13 asking that NS attorney fees be included as expenses

14 or costs to be allocated by the Commission?

15        MR. SWARTWOUT:  That is correct.

16        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.  Now, also, any

17 document that we hope to introduce as Exhibit 19 as a

18 stipulation of facts in the form of a document

19 entitled Draft Proposed Stipulation, there's a cost

20 division table.

21                 Are you familiar with what that

22 exhibit would be showing?

23        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Right.  That -- I --

24        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Off the record.
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1                   (WHEREUPON, a discussion was held

2                   off the record.)

3        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Back on the record.  I was

4 asking Mr. Swartwout if he was familiar with the cost

5 division table, which is expected to be part of

6 Exhibit 19?

7        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Yes.

8        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And in that cost division

9 table, it has a reference to NS review; correct?

10        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Correct.

11        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Is it also correct that your

12 understanding and intention is that NS review in

13 there is not to be interpreted to include any NS

14 legal fees?

15        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Order isn't, but the

16 agreement between the City of Springfield and NS is.

17 So --

18        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  But at this point I'm

19 asking you about what's going to be a stipulation of

20 facts.

21        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Right.

22        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And the stipulation of facts,

23 which is going to be entitled Exhibit 19 as Draft

24 Proposed Stipulations, in that exhibit of facts, is
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1 the reference "NS review and cost division table" to

2 be interpreted to include any NS attorney fees or is

3 it to be interpreted to not include any NS attorney

4 fees?

5        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Not to include the attorney

6 fees.

7        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.  Thank you.  Okay.

8                 Are you ready?

9        MR. GOWER:  The witness has already been

10 sworn.

11                       JIM MOLL,

12 called as a witness herein, having been first duly

13 sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

14                   DIRECT EXAMINATION

15 BY MR. GOWER:

16        Q.   Would you tell us your name, please.

17        A.   Jim Moll, M-o-l-l.

18        Q.   And, Mr. Moll, would you please describe

19 your educational background?

20        A.   I have a bachelor's degree in civil

21 engineering from Purdue University and a master's

22 degree in civil engineering from Purdue University.

23        Q.   Would you please describe your employment

24 history since your graduation from Purdue University
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1 with a bachelor's degree in civil engineering?

2        A.   I've worked for five years with the U.S.

3 Bureau of Reclamation in Denver, Colorado, working on

4 design of bridges and roadways.  And after getting my

5 master's degree from Purdue University, I worked for

6 eight years for Ralph Holland & Associates in the

7 City of Springfield, and then after that for Hanson

8 Professional Services in the City of Springfield, all

9 doing highway, bridge and railroad design.

10        Q.   And are you currently employed by Hanson

11 Professional Services, Inc.?

12        A.   Yes, I am.

13        Q.   And what is your current title?

14        A.   Project manager.

15        Q.   And what are your job duties and

16 responsibilities as project manager?

17        A.   My responsibilities are to make sure that

18 the client's project needs are met, to make sure the

19 project is designed in accordance with applicable

20 standards and requirements, and to make sure that the

21 work is completed within the project schedule.

22        Q.   Are you familiar -- well, let me just

23 take a step back.  Are you testifying today on behalf

24 of the petitioner in this proceeding, the City of
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1 Springfield?

2        A.   Yes, I am.

3        Q.   Are you familiar with the Springfield

4 Rail Improvements Project?

5        A.   Yes.

6        Q.   Would you please describe your historical

7 involvement with that project?

8        A.   I have been involved as the project

9 manager for the Springfield Rail Improvements Project

10 since 2009 beginning with the preparation of an

11 environmental impact statement for a record of

12 decision and then continuing through the design

13 efforts of the Springfield Rail Improvements Project.

14        Q.   And are you currently working under

15 engagement for the City of Springfield?

16        A.   Yes.

17        Q.   And what is that engagement?

18        A.   It's to prepare the construction

19 documents for the Springfield Rail Improvements

20 Project, including the rail realignment and the

21 necessary grade separations of overstreet

22 improvements.

23        Q.   And is the Carpenter Street a grade

24 separation project that is the subject of today's
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1 proceeding part of the Springfield Rail Improvements

2 Project about which you just testified?

3        A.   Yes, it is.

4        Q.   Now, you mentioned an environmental

5 impact statement.  What is an environmental impact

6 statement?

7        A.   It is the necessary documentation to

8 fulfill the requirements of the National

9 Environmental Policy Act, NEPA, that all projects

10 with federal funding must undergo a specific

11 environmental studies prior to approval.

12        Q.   And were you involved in the drafting of

13 the environmental impact statement for the

14 Springfield Rail Improvements Project?

15        A.   Yes, I was.

16        Q.   And what responsibilities did you have

17 for the drafting of that?  Can I call it the EIS?  If

18 I say EIS, would you understand it refers to

19 environmental impact statement?

20        A.   Yes, I would.  And I was the project

21 manager for preparation of that document and one of

22 the principal authors and reviewers of that document.

23        Q.   Does some governmental entity then decide

24 whether or not to approve the EIS that has been
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1 drafted?

2        A.   Yes.  The document was reviewed and

3 approved by the Illinois Department of Transportation

4 and the Federal Railroad Administration.

5        Q.   And you mentioned a record of decisions

6 earlier.  What is a record of decisions?

7        A.   It is a final determination by the

8 sponsoring federal agency, in this case the FRA,

9 Federal Railroad Administration, that the project

10 meets all the requirements of the National

11 Environmental Protection Act, NEPA, document.

12        MR. GOWER:  Off the record for a moment?

13        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Off the record.

14                   (WHEREUPON, a discussion was held

15                   off the record.)

16        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Back on the record.

17 BY MR. GOWER:

18        Q.   Mr. Moll, let me show you what has

19 previously been marked as Exhibit 1 and ask you if

20 you can identify that document, please?

21        A.   Yes.  That is the records decision for

22 the Springfield Rail Improvements Project and

23 approved by the United States Department of

24 Transportation, Federal Railroad Administration.  It
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1 is dated December 2012.

2        Q.   Mr. Moll, was there also a design report

3 prepared in conjunction with the EIS?

4        A.   Yes.  There was also a design report

5 prepared for the Springfield Rail Improvements

6 Project, and it was reviewed and approved by the City

7 of Springfield.

8        Q.   And were you -- did you have the lead for

9 Hanson in drafting that design report?

10        A.   Yes.  I was also the project manager for

11 preparation of that document as one of the principal

12 authors who reviewed it.

13        Q.   And, in fact, you have a supervisory

14 responsibility for preparation of this design report;

15 correct?

16        A.   That's correct.

17        Q.   In the environmental impact statement,

18 was there a purpose and need specified for the

19 project that was the subject of the EIS?

20        A.   Yes, there was.

21        Q.   And was that same purpose and need also

22 specified in the design report?

23        A.   Yes, it was.

24        Q.   I take it the purpose and need of EIS was
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1 identical with that design report?

2        A.   Yes, that's correct.

3        Q.   What was the purpose and need of this

4 Springfield rail improvement project?

5        A.   The purpose of the project is to provide

6 a double-track corridor as part of the overall

7 Chicago to St. Louis high-speed rail project, to ride

8 that corridor through the city of Springfield, and at

9 the same time to improve safety by eliminating grade

10 crossings, at-grade crossings through the city to

11 reduce traffic congestion by reducing at-grade

12 crossings, and to improve overall community

13 livability by reducing train horn noise and

14 eliminating some of the neighborhood severances that

15 are as a result of the three railroad corridors

16 through the city.

17        Q.   And is that also the purpose and need of

18 the project at issue here today?  That is, the

19 grade -- the proposed grade separations for the

20 Carpenter Street overpass?

21        A.   Yes, the Carpenter Street grade

22 separation is a significant piece of the overall

23 Springfield Rail Improvements Project.

24        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Gower, one second.  You
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1 made a referenced to the design report.  Did you

2 intend to reference the exhibit?

3        MR. GOWER:  Judge, because it is so -- the

4 full report is so thick and full of so many color

5 copies, you don't have the full report here.

6        JUDGE DUGGAN:  You are talking about the

7 record of decisions or the design report?

8        MR. GOWER:  Well, they're two different

9 documents.  That document that -- the record of

10 decision is complete that we marked.  The design

11 report consists of two volumes.  And unless you want

12 the final report marked and included as an exhibit, I

13 wasn't going to do so.  But I have a copy here with

14 me today if you want to --

15        JUDGE DUGGAN:  I'm good if you think that --

16        MR. GOWER:  I just want to put it in the

17 record that we did have a design report what the

18 purpose and needs was, and that it was identical to

19 that specified in the EIS.

20        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  So at this point you're

21 purposely omitting what is marked as Exhibit 2.  Will

22 probably be proceeding without it?  Okay.  Very good.

23                 And let me ask:  Your witness made a

24 reference to severances.  Can he define what he meant
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1 by severances?

2        THE WITNESS:  There are three north/south

3 rail corridors through the city of Springfield that

4 are Union Pacific tracks on Third Street, the Norfolk

5 Southern tracks on 10th Street, and the Canadian

6 National IM tracks on 19th Street.  Each one of those

7 rail lines provides neighborhoods and communities all

8 through the city because the trains block crossings,

9 there are other crossing that are blocked, and people

10 don't like to go across the tracks.  If you look, it

11 splits the neighborhoods up.  So the tracks, in

12 effect, cause divisions in neighborhoods all through

13 the city.

14        JUDGE DUGGAN:  So the severances is exactly

15 what you just described, the divisions?

16        THE WITNESS:  That's correct.

17        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  And I'll ask you to

18 speak up once again for Annette.  Okay?

19 BY MR. GOWER:

20        Q.   And now, Mr. Moll, were there various

21 alternatives considered in the EIS to implement the

22 Springfield Rail Improvements Project?

23        A.   Yes.  There were a series of alternatives

24 that were considered for the project.
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1        Q.   And as a result of the analysis that's

2 reflected in the EIS, was there an alternative that

3 was selected as the preferred alternative from the

4 alternatives that were studied to meet the purpose

5 and need for the project?

6        A.   Yes.  The selected alternatives, which

7 was approved by the Federal Railroad Administration,

8 was the to shift the Third Street Union Pacific

9 tracks over to a new parallel corridor adjacent to

10 the Norfolk Southern 10th Street tracks.

11        Q.   And let me slow you down just a tad

12 there.  You are talking about Fifth, Third, the UP to

13 a parallel track adjacent to something.  I lost you

14 there.

15        A.   Yes.  The Union Pacific, the Third Street

16 tracks, which would be shifted to a new corridor

17 that's parallel to the existing 10th Street tracks.

18        MR. GOWER:  Judge, if you'll allow me, I

19 think we can proceed with Exhibit 3 and you will see

20 what we are talking about.

21        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.

22 BY MR. GOWER:

23        Q.   Mr. Moll, I will hand you a copy of

24 what's previously been marked as Exhibit 3.  We also
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1 have a board behind you.  It might be more helpful to

2 use that board.  And why don't you just walk us

3 through.

4        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Now, understand this:  That

5 when people make reference to visual aids, that

6 sometimes the record doesn't reflect what's going on.

7 So we are going to have to try to supplement his

8 presentation with verbal representations.

9        MR. GOWER:  Understood.

10        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay:

11 BY MR. GOWER:

12        Q.   Mr.  Moll, could you just walk us through

13 the first page of Exhibit 3 as a representation of

14 the existing conditions of Springfield with respect

15 to the three rail corridors that you just identified;

16 is that correct?

17        A.   That's correct.

18        Q.   Why don't you just walk us through the

19 three corridors that are shown there and tell us

20 which one is which and what the various issues are

21 with each one of those.

22        A.   This figure shows the existing rail track

23 configuration through the city of Springfield for

24 Sangamon Avenue --
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1        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Stop for a second.

2                   (WHEREUPON, a discussion was held

3                   off the record.)

4 BY THE WITNESS:

5        A.   The figure in question shows the existing

6 rail corridors throughout the city of Springfield

7 from Sanford Avenue on the south to Sangamon Avenue

8 on the north.  There are three corridors.  The Union

9 Pacific, which is also the Amtrak line, exists in the

10 vicinity of Third Street through the city.

11                 The Norfolk Southern is on

12 approximately 10th Street, and the Canadian National

13 and IM railroads are along 19th Street.

14        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay, let's express what IM

15 is?

16        THE WITNESS:  The Illinois Midland Railroad.

17        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  So it's just I-M?

18        THE WITNESS:  Yes.

19        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.

20 BY THE WITNESS:

21        A.   There are rail yards for Union Pacific

22 just north of Sangamon Avenue.  There's a rail yard

23 on the Norfolk Southern between Cochran and Cook

24 Street.
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1        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Are they shown on the document

2 which railroad you are referring to?

3        THE WITNESS:  The rail yard for the

4 10th Street tracks is shown on this figure.  The

5 other ones are just off the figure.

6        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  So when you are

7 referring to the rail yard for Norfolk Southern, you

8 are referring to the red line.  And you are referring

9 to where there's almost right in the middle of the

10 whole exhibit, first page of Exhibit 3, there's a

11 lump of tracks right in the middle; correct?

12        THE WITNESS:  That's correct.

13        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  And when you said the

14 other rail yard just off --

15        THE WITNESS:  Just off the sheet.

16        JUDGE DUGGAN:  To the north; correct?

17        THE WITNESS:  That's correct.

18        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.  Thank you.

19 BY THE WITNESS:

20        A.   Are a series of at-grade crossings and

21 some grade separations through the city.  Right now

22 there are 68 at-grade crossings on the various rail

23 lines through the city.  That's the existing

24 condition for the tracks in the city.
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1 BY MR. GOWER:

2        Q.   And what was one of the goals with

3 respect to the at-grade crossings, the 68 at-grade

4 crossings?  What was the goal of the Springfield --

5 how did the Springfield Rail Improvements Project

6 propose to address those multiple grade crossings?

7        A.   The plan for the Springfield Rail

8 Improvements Project is to reduce the number of

9 at-grade crossings by shifting the Union Pacific over

10 to a parallel corridor and then building a series of

11 grade separations on that new corridor as well as

12 grade separations on the 19th Street corridor.

13        Q.   And before we turn to the next page of

14 Exhibit 3, was it feasible that -- Union Pacific is

15 the Third Street corridor that's on the left or the

16 far side of Exhibit 3; correct?

17        A.   That's correct.

18        Q.   And I notice you have a series of grade

19 crossings at major east/west arterials in

20 Springfield; correct?

21        A.   That's correct.

22        Q.   Is it feasible, in your opinion, to

23 construct grade separations at those major east/west

24 arterials on the Third Street corridor?
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1        A.   It was determined as part of our study

2 that that was not an economically feasible

3 alternative.

4        Q.   And can you tell me why?

5        A.   The cost of those grade separations

6 through the heart of the city because of the short

7 blocks that exist through there would be very

8 expensive and cause numerous impacts to businesses

9 and residences throughout the city, and they were

10 less effective in reducing delays and reducing noise

11 and reducing accidents and constructing the new

12 parallel corridor where you build grade separations

13 over both lines.

14        Q.   And did you also run the risk of blocking

15 some of the arterials because of the 800-foot-or-so

16 approach to get above grade to cross the tracks?

17        A.   Yes.  The approaches were so long on the

18 Third Street corridor that you would block the

19 adjacent north/south street.

20        Q.   And give me an example of one of those

21 streets that might get blocked.

22        A.   For instance, Madison Street, to

23 construct an overpass at Madison Street at the Third

24 Street track would cause the Fifth Street -- I'm
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1 sorry, the Fourth Street and Second Street

2 north/south roadways to be blocked because the

3 roadway profile would have to start so far back that

4 you would be blocking both Second Street and Fourth

5 Street.

6        Q.   All right.  Let's turn now to the second

7 page of Exhibit 3, if we could, which is also

8 depicted on one of these boards we have up here.

9                 Can you describe what the second

10 page of Exhibit 3 is, please?

11        A.   The second page shows the same area of

12 the city of Springfield.  It shows it from Stanford

13 Avenue to Sangamon Avenue.  And it shows the proposed

14 improvement, the proposed Springfield Rail

15 Improvements Project, which is a shift of the Union

16 Pacific tracks over onto a parallel corridor, and the

17 construction of a series of grade separations on that

18 new combined corridor, and on the 19th Street

19 corridor to address traffic delays and safety and

20 noise throughout the city.

21                 The project also consists of

22 improving the remaining at-grade crossings to allow

23 the City in the future to apply for a quiet zone so

24 it would eliminate all regular train or horn noise in
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1 the city between Stanford and Sangamon Avenue.

2                 The total number of at-grade

3 crossings remaining after the improvement project

4 would be reduced from 68 originally down to 32.

5        Q.   Let's talk about the long-term for a

6 second.  You talked about the number of at-grade

7 crossings where it wasn't feasible on the Third

8 Street corridor to construct at-grade -- excuse me,

9 to construct grade separations.  Do you know what the

10 current number of trains is that are using the Third

11 Street corridor on the UP line?

12        A.   15.

13        Q.   And do you know --

14        JUDGE DUGGAN:  That's 15 per day?

15        THE WITNESS:  A total of 15 trains per day.

16 And that consists of ten passenger and five freight

17 trains.  Those were based on counts we made and in

18 2010.

19 BY MR. GOWER:

20        Q.   And do you know what that traffic is

21 projected to grow to in your year 2030?

22        A.   The Union Pacific Railroad and the

23 Illinois Department of Transportation project that

24 with construction of the high-speed Chicago to
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1 St. Louis line that the total number of trains on the

2 Third Street corridor would be 18 passenger and 27

3 freight trains for a total of 45 trains per day.

4        Q.   In the long run, if that UP track were

5 shifted over to the 10th Street corridor, would you

6 envision there would be a double track for the UP

7 lines there to carry that volume of traffic?

8        A.   Yes.  That volume of traffic, since some

9 of those trains are passenger trains, would require

10 two tracks to efficiently operate.

11        JUDGE DUGGAN:  I don't mean to keep

12 interrupting.

13        MR. GOWER:  Ask any questions you want,

14 Judge.

15        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Thank you.

16                 So there would be two UP tracks in

17 addition to the NS track?

18        THE WITNESS:  That's correct.

19 BY MR. GOWER:

20        Q.   Well, actually, Mr. Moll, depending

21 upon -- do you know what the current number of NS

22 trains is?

23        A.   We counted trains in 2010.  It was 16

24 trains per day.
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1        Q.   And do you know what that train traffic

2 total is expected, projected to grow to by 2030?

3        A.   The Norfolk Southern has projected that

4 their traffic would grow to 27 trains per day in

5 2030.

6        Q.   All right.  And in terms of long-range

7 planning, one of, at least the possible scenarios

8 of -- would involve actually two Norfolk Southern

9 tracks on the 10th Street corridor and two UP tracks;

10 is that correct?

11        A.   The Norfolk Southern as a single track

12 and 10th Street corridor now, but there is room for

13 them to expand by adding a second track.  They wanted

14 to make sure that any changes in the Springfield area

15 did not preclude them from having room to add that

16 second track in the future if their traffic needs

17 necessitated.

18        JUDGE DUGGAN:  If you are going to let me

19 jump in --

20        MR. GOWER:  Ask as many questions as you

21 want.

22        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Take advantage of this.

23                 Does UP -- strike that.  When you

24 say a parallel corridor, in fact, you also used the
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1 word adjacent.  So, in fact, it is anticipated that

2 UP track or tracks will run very, very close parallel

3 to the NS track; correct?

4        THE WITNESS:  It will be immediately adjacent

5 to the NS track.  There will be a right-of-way

6 purchased wide enough to allow room for the Union

7 Pacific to have their own right-of-way, and the

8 Norfolk Southern will operate at their own

9 right-of-way.

10 BY MR. GOWER:

11        Q.   So right now, NS has a right-of-way but

12 UP does not have one?

13        A.   In the 10th Street corridor.  That's

14 correct.

15        Q.   And the present NS corridor is wide

16 enough to accommodate a second track for NS; correct?

17        A.   That's correct.

18        Q.   But UP has yet to acquire any land at

19 all; correct?

20        A.   There is no land acquired in the

21 10th Street corridor for the Union Pacific at this

22 time.

23        Q.   But it's your understanding that they

24 intend to obtain enough land to construct two tracks
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1 adjacent -- that UP intends to purchase enough land

2 to construct two tracks next to the NS tracks?

3        A.   The Springfield Rail Improvements Project

4 would acquire sufficient right-of-way to provide room

5 for the Union Pacific to have a two-track-wide

6 corridor adjacent to the Norfolk Southern corridor.

7 That land would be purchased for the project.

8        JUDGE DUGGAN:  As long as I am doing my

9 clarifying, let me ask you this:  On the first page

10 of Exhibit 3, you have a number of round symbols with

11 X in yellow with RR.  Is each of those an at-grade

12 crossing?

13        THE WITNESS:  Each, ne of those is an

14 at-grade crossing, but those do not represent all of

15 the at-grade crossings.  There are additional

16 at-grade crossings on Minor Street that we did not

17 show.

18                 This figure also shows where there

19 are existing grade separations within the corridor,

20 the major streets.

21        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And there indicated by a

22 curve, in this case a downward curve of the grade

23 line indicating a street; correct?

24        THE WITNESS:  Yes.  And an indication of a
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1 bridge over it.

2        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  And those are referring

3 to all pretty much right in the center of the first

4 page of Exhibit 3 in the area of the NS rail yard?

5        THE WITNESS:  Grade separations on the

6 Norfolk Southern are currently at Fifth and Sixth

7 Street on the south side of town.  At South Grand

8 Avenue and at Cook Street.  Those are the existing

9 grade separations on the Norfolk Southern 10th Street

10 corridor.

11 BY MR. GOWER:

12        Q.   And why don't you identify, as long as

13 you are identifying, where the Carpenter Street grade

14 separations will be, the subject of this proceeding?

15        A.   Carpenter Street is immediately north of

16 downtown.  It's an east/west street but runs past

17 memorial Memorial Hospital and St. John's Hospital

18 and has an at-grade crossing with both the Third

19 Street tracks, the Union Pacific, and the 10th Street

20 tracks, the Norfolk Southern.  This Carpenter Street

21 crossing on the Norfolk Southern is the subject of

22 this hearing.

23        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Which will also encompass the

24 UP tracks anticipated be built; correct?
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1        THE WITNESS:  That's correct.

2        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.

3 BY MR. GOWER:

4        Q.   So the same thing on page 2, there's also

5 indications of the -- after the yellow circle.  And

6 is that, again, an indication of at-grade crossings?

7        A.   The yellow circles indicate at-grade

8 crossings at major streets.  We still are using the

9 same symbol for the overpass as an underpass, and the

10 Springfield Rail Improvements Project at the

11 completion of the project, there would be underpasses

12 at Fifth and Sixth Street, at Ash Street and Laurel,

13 at South Grand, at Cook Street, at Madison and

14 Jefferson Streets and Carpenter Street.  At North

15 Grand Avenue there would be an underpass.  There

16 would also be an overpass at North Grand Avenue at

17 the Norfolk Southern tracks, and there would be new

18 underpasses at South Grand Avenue and Ash Street on

19 the 19th Street, the CN corridor.

20                 So all of the major east/west,

21 north/south streets that are currently crossed by

22 tracks would have grade separations at the completion

23 of the project.

24        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  And, again, this page 2
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1 of Exhibit 3 does not purport to show all at-grade

2 crossings.  Just shows the major ones; correct?

3        THE WITNESS:  That's correct.

4        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And the underpasses are

5 indicated by the streets taking a downward -- excuse

6 me, the line indicating the street taking a downward

7 dip and the overpasses are indicated by a -- taking

8 an outward --

9        THE WITNESS:  Yes.

10        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.  Thanks.

11 BY MR. GOWER:

12        Q.   Mr. Moll, are you familiar with the

13 Carpenter Street bridge separation project that's the

14 subject of this proceeding?

15        A.   Yes, I am.

16        Q.   And what are your job duties and

17 responsibilities with respect to that project?

18        A.   Project manager.

19        Q.   And you described the -- how does the

20 City propose to finance this project?

21        A.   The City proposes to finance the project

22 with a combination of funds from the federal

23 government through a TIGER grant through the Illinois

24 Commerce Commission and through funds the City has
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1 previously received from the Illinois Department of

2 Transportation and from City fund.

3        Q.   The Norfolk Southern Railroad will not be

4 responsible for any of the engineering or

5 construction costs associated with this project; is

6 that correct?

7        A.   That's correct.

8        Q.   And the Union Pacific, similarly, will

9 not be responsible for any engineering or

10 construction costs with respect to that project; is

11 that correct?

12        A.   That's correct.

13        Q.   You talked earlier about the potential in

14 the future.  Let me take a step back.  How many

15 bridges are included in the proposed project, the

16 Carpenter Street project that's the subject of

17 today's proceeding?

18        A.   At Carpenter Street there will be two

19 bridges constructed; one for the Norfolk Southern

20 tracks, one for the Union Pacific tracks.

21        Q.   But the Union Pacific doesn't have any

22 traffic in the 10th Street corridor today; is that

23 correct?

24        A.   That's correct.
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1        Q.   So why does the City propose to build two

2 bridges as far as this project?

3        A.   They propose to build the two bridges as

4 part of the project since they have adequate funding

5 from the TIGER grant to construct both of them and to

6 come back later and construct the Union Pacific

7 project.  The Union Pacific bridge would require that

8 they reconstruct a portion of the walls that are

9 being placed for the underpass, the retaining walls,

10 also to come back later and construct the pier in the

11 middle and then put the bridge underneath.  All of

12 this would increase overall project cost because the

13 contract will have already been mobilized now in

14 order to construct, and it will also cause

15 significant inconvenience to traffic since the street

16 would have to be shut down again if you come back

17 later and build that new Union Pacific bridge.

18                 So we determined it would be in

19 everybody's best interest to go ahead and get that

20 bridge constructed now as part of the initial

21 construction project.

22        Q.   And you don't propose to use -- we're

23 going to get into the details of the funding with

24 Mr. Mendenhall in a little bit, but you don't use --
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1 the City don't propose to use any pre-project

2 protection funds and you are not applying to use any

3 grade crossing protection funds for the UP bridge; is

4 that correct?

5        A.   That's correct.  Those funds will come

6 from the TIGER grant.  The TIGER grant specifically

7 included both bridges in its application.

8        Q.   And with respect to the NS bridge, the

9 Norfolk Southern bridge, is this being built wide

10 enough to accommodate the future second set of

11 Norfolk Southern tracks?

12        A.   Yes, it is.

13        Q.   And have the costs for the provision for

14 potential future set of second tracks for the Norfolk

15 Southern, you are not asking for grade crossing

16 protection funds to pay for that portion of the

17 project either, are you?

18        A.   No.  We are just asking for the portion

19 that would be necessary for a single track bridge.

20        Q.   And to your knowledge, has that

21 allocation of the cost of the grade crossing

22 protection fund is not paying for any of the cost to

23 accommodate the second set of tracks, is that a

24 formulation that, to your knowledge, has been worked
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1 out with ICC staff?

2        A.   Yes, it has.

3        JUDGE DUGGAN:  I know you're asking about

4 funding at this point, but as references to bridges,

5 rather than underpass or viaducts, as referenced to

6 two bridges, it's got me a little confused.

7        MR. GOWER:  Let me see if I can take him

8 through real quick.

9 BY MR. GOWER:

10        Q.   Mr. Moll, there will just be one --

11        MR. GOWER:  You know what, Judge?

12 Mr. Mendenhall is a design engineer.  And I have

13 exhibits where you can see exactly what the underpass

14 is and -- it's two bridges.

15        JUDGE DUGGAN:  I didn't want his references

16 to two bridges and bridges for underpass to conflict

17 with someone else's testimony which may use different

18 terms.  And I am confused because I thought it was

19 going to be an underpass.

20        MR. GOWER:  It's one continuous underpass,

21 but there are two bridges it's going under.

22        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And then sometimes I know

23 that --

24        MR. GOWER:  You know what?  Let's take a step
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1 back.  Let him explain it.

2 BY MR. GOWER:

3        Q.   Why don't you explain what the design for

4 the Carpenter Street grade separation project looks

5 like.  And I have an exhibit if that would be helpful

6 to you.

7        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And let me ask you this one

8 question, because I know engineers have different

9 terminologies that I am used to, but are you using a

10 bridge that being the distance between one span --

11 that a span as a bridge or there's two bridges?

12        THE WITNESS:  A bridge goes from one abutment

13 to the other abutment; the full width of the roadway.

14 There are two separate bridges in plan.  This figure

15 here shows --

16        MR. GOWER:  Wait, wait.  Let's get another

17 exhibit.

18 BY MR. GOWER:

19        Q.   That's Exhibit 10, Mr. Moll.

20        A.   Looking at Exhibit 10, this shows the

21 Carpenter Street underpass from Ninth Street to 11th

22 Street crossing the existing Norfolk Southern

23 corridor.  The roadway begins to descend at Pine

24 Street --
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1        MR. GOWER:  We are on Exhibit 12.  I

2 apologize.

3 BY THE WITNESS:

4        A.   Exhibit 12.  The roadway begins to --

5 begins to descend at Pine Street, goes down to its

6 maximum depth right here at the bridges and then

7 comes back up by the time you get to 11th Street.

8 There would be no changes at either the Ninth Street

9 or the 11th Street intersections.  Between Ninth

10 Street and 11th, we go down and construct retaining

11 walls on both sides of the roadway.  And then right

12 at the bridges, we construct a median with a center

13 pier; a raised concrete median with the center piers.

14 This on the right would be the location of the

15 Norfolk Southern tracks.

16        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And just, again -- to make a

17 verbal explanation of what you just depicted

18 visually, is that your east/west depiction shows what

19 would be the underpass and the north/south, assuming

20 that the exhibit is north/south, for at least the

21 vertical lines are the bridges crossing the

22 underpass, one carrying the Norfolk Southern and one

23 carrying the UP.  And that's why there's two bridges;

24 correct?
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1        THE WITNESS:  Yes.  There are two bridges;

2 one for the Norfolk Southern, including room for

3 their future track, one for the two Union Pacific

4 tracks.  Each one of these bridges is a two-span

5 structure, and that there's a center pier so each

6 span carries the bridge from one pier to -- one pier

7 to the abutment.

8        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay, so that's what I need

9 you to clarify.  The bridges is, in fact, referring

10 to the railroad bridges and not the underpass?  Okay.

11 Great.  Thank you.

12 BY MR. GOWER:

13        Q.   Mr. Moll, I hate to tell you this, but I

14 think you stole some of Mr. Mendenhall's thunder

15 here.

16        JUDGE DUGGAN:  He can testify to the details

17 of the construction.  There are plenty of details.

18 BY MR. GOWER:

19        Q.   Mr. Moll, I'm going to hand you what was

20 previously marked as Exhibit 4.  And could you

21 describe for the record, please, what Exhibit 4 is?

22        A.   This is a letter from the Springfield

23 Police Department regarding the Carpenter Street

24 project.
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1        Q.   Is this -- was it signed by the interim

2 Chief of Police Kenny Winslow?

3        A.   Yes, it was.

4        Q.   And did you request that letter?

5        A.   Yes, we did.

6        Q.   And why did you request the letter from

7 the -- does that letter concern the Carpenter Street

8 project?

9        A.   It concerns the closures of Reynolds

10 Street and Miller Street which are part of the

11 Carpenter Street underpass project.

12        Q.   And why did you ask the chief of police

13 of Springfield for a letter concerning the proposed

14 closure of the Miller and Reynolds Street closing?

15        A.   We wanted to make sure the Springfield

16 Police Department had no concerns with those closures

17 regarding public safety.

18        Q.   And to your knowledge, does the

19 Springfield Police Department have any concern about

20 the permanent closure of the Miller and Reynolds

21 Street crossings with respect to public safety for

22 this?

23        A.   No.  The Chief of Police says that the

24 permanent closure of Reynolds Street and Miller
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1 Street at the 10th Street railroad tracks would not

2 have a major impact on public safety.

3        Q.   Let me show you what was previously

4 marked as Exhibit 5 and ask you if you can identify

5 that document, please?

6        A.   It is a letter from Ken Fustin, the

7 Springfield Fire Chief, regarding the closures of

8 Miller Street and Reynolds Street as part of the

9 Carpenter Street underpass project.

10        Q.   Is that letter directed to you?

11        A.   Yes, it is.

12        Q.   And did you request that the Springfield

13 fire chief analyze the public safety implications of

14 the closure of Reynolds and Miller Streets insofar as

15 concerning the fire department's operations?

16        A.   Yes, I did.

17        Q.   Did you discuss that with the fire chief?

18        A.   Yes, I discussed it with Mr. Fustin.

19        Q.   Thank you.  And what did Mr. Fustin

20 advise you of with respect to the impact of closing

21 Miller and -- the proposed closure of Miller and

22 Reynolds Streets?

23        A.   Chief Fustin said that we feel there will

24 be no adverse impacts to our operations should they
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1 be closed temporarily or even permanently.

2        Q.   Thank you.  I think you previously

3 testified you are the project manager for the

4 Carpenter Street grade separation project; correct?

5        A.   That's correct.

6        Q.   Who is the principal Hanson structural

7 design engineer working on that project?

8        A.   Mike Mendenhall.

9        Q.   And does Mr. Mendenhall have principal

10 day-to-day design responsibilities for the Carpenter

11 Street grade separation project?

12        A.   Yes, he does.

13        Q.   Thank you, Mr. Moll.

14        MR. GOWER:  I have no further questions.

15        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Norfolk Southern?

16        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Norfolk Southern doesn't have

17 any questions and no objections to Exhibits --

18        MR. GOWER:  Actually, your Honor, I should

19 move the exhibits into the record.  I would move

20 Exhibits 1, 3, 4 and 5 into evidence.

21        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Once, again, Mr. Swartwout, do

22 you have any questions for this witness?

23        MR. SWARTWOUT:  No, your Honor.

24        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Do you have any objections to
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1 the offered exhibits?

2        MR. SWARTWOUT:  No, your Honor.

3        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Thank you.

4                 Mr. Shumate, do you have any

5 questions for this witness?

6        MR. SHUMATE:  Yes, I do, your Honor.

7                 First of all, Union Pacific has no

8 objections to the entering into evidence of

9 Exhibits 1, 3, 4 and 5.

10                   DIRECT EXAMINATION

11 BY MR. SHUMATE:

12        Q.   Mr. Moll, does Norfolk Southern have

13 enough right-of-way for four parallel tracks on the

14 right-of-way that they have right now on 10th Street?

15        A.   No, they do not.

16        Q.   How much trackage could be put on there

17 now?

18        A.   I can't answer that question.  That would

19 be up to the Norfolk Southern.

20        Q.   Okay.  Next, how many sets of tracks can

21 go over each of the two bridges as they are designed?

22        A.   Both of the bridges are designed to

23 handle two tracks.

24        Q.   Thank you.
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1        MR. SHUMATE:  No further questions.

2        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Ms. Kuntz?

3        MS. KUNTZ:  No questions and no objection to

4 the exhibits.

5        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Toliver?

6        MR. TOLIVER:  ICC staff has no questions for

7 this witness and no objections to the entry of the

8 exhibits.

9        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  Then Exhibits 1, 3, 4

10 and 5 are admitted into evidence.

11                   (WHEREUPON, Exhibit Nos. 1, 3, 4

12                   and 5 were admitted into evidence.)

13        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And thank you, Mr. Moll.

14                   (Witness excused.)

15        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Let's go off the record until

16 we further notify you.

17                   (WHEREUPON, a discussion was held

18                   off the record.)

19        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Gower, you want to call

20 your next witness?

21        MR. GOWER:  Your Honor, for our next witness

22 we will call Mr. Michael Mendenhall.

23                  MICHAEL MENDENHALL,

24 called as a witness herein, having been previously
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1 duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

2

3                   DIRECT EXAMINATION

4 BY MR. GOWER:

5        Q.   Mr. Mendenhall, would you state your name

6 for the record, please and spell it.

7        A.   Michael Mendenhall.  The last name is

8 M-e-n-d-e-n-h-a-l-l.

9        Q.   Would you please describe your

10 educational background, Mr. Mendenhall?

11        A.   I have a Bachelor of Science degree from

12 the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, and

13 that degree is in civil engineering.  I graduated in

14 2000.

15        Q.   And would you please describe your

16 employment history since graduating from the

17 University of Illinois with a degree in civil

18 engineering?

19        A.   Since graduating from the U of I, I've

20 worked at the same place, Hanson Professional

21 Services, since 2002.

22        Q.   And do you hold any professional licenses

23 issued by the State of Illinois?

24        A.   I am a licensed professional engineer and
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1 a licensed structural engineer.

2        Q.   And what year did you receive your

3 license as a licensed professional engineer?

4        A.   2007.

5        Q.   And when did you receive your license as

6 a licensed structural engineer?

7        A.   2008.

8        Q.   What's your current job title with Hanson

9 Professional Services?

10        A.   Structural engineer.

11        Q.   And what are your job duties and

12 responsibilities as a structural engineering with

13 Hanson?

14        A.   The day-to-day duties are designing

15 bridges, reviewing calculations prepared by other

16 people, also developing plans, reviewing plans and

17 writing specifications and other specifications for

18 projects.

19        Q.   Are you familiar with what is commonly

20 referred to as the Springfield Rail Improvements

21 Project?

22        A.   Yes, I am.

23        Q.   And what's the basis for that

24 familiarity?
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1        A.   In the spring to early summer of this

2 year, Hanson was selected to perform the design of

3 this project, and I was the project engineer.  I was

4 determined to be the project engineer for this

5 particular project.

6        Q.   And when you talk about the Springfield

7 Rail Improvements Project, are you talking about the

8 project that's depicted in Exhibit 3?

9        A.   Yes, I am.

10        Q.   Are you familiar with the Carpenter

11 Street grade separation project that's part of the

12 rail improvements project and is the subject of

13 today's hearing?

14        A.   Yes.

15        Q.   And what are your job duties and

16 responsibilities with respect to the Carpenter Street

17 grade separation project?

18        A.   I am performing design calculations, also

19 reviewing calculations, overseeing work that other

20 people have done, other engineers, also other

21 technicians, and also developing cost estimates,

22 specifications.  Will be reviewing some

23 specifications, other items similar to that.

24        Q.   Review of plans?
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1        A.   Yes, review of plans also.

2        Q.   Do you have day-to-day supervisory

3 responsibility for the design of the Carpenter Street

4 grade separation project?

5        A.   Yes, I do.

6        Q.   Mr. Mendenhall, I'm going to hand you

7 what has previously been marked as Exhibit 6.  Could

8 you tell us what Exhibit 6 is?

9        A.   Yes, Exhibit 6 is the certification that

10 we received from the Breeze Courier for the legal

11 notice -- legal notice that was published in their

12 paper on November 15, 2013.  And that legal notice

13 was for the public hearing for the Carpenter Street

14 underpass project.

15        Q.   To your knowledge, was notice of this

16 public hearing actually published in the Breeze

17 Courier on November 15, 2013?

18        A.   Yes.

19        Q.   And is that the certificate that your

20 office -- certificate of publication on the right

21 side of Exhibit 6 that your office received from the

22 Breeze Courier?

23        A.   Yes.

24        Q.   And is the printing on the left a copy of
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1 the notice publication that actually was published in

2 the Breeze Courier on November 15, 2013?

3        A.   Yes, it is.

4        MR. GOWER:  Your Honor, I move for the

5 admission of Exhibit 6.

6        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Go ahead and do 7, too.

7        MR. GOWER:  All right.

8 BY MR. GOWER:

9        Q.   Mr. Mendenhall, let me show you what

10 previously was marked as Exhibit 7 and ask you if you

11 can identify what Exhibit 7 is?

12        A.   Yes, Exhibit 7 is an e-mail between

13 Ashley Taylor and Beth Cole at Hanson.  Beth is a

14 secretary at Hanson.  And what this e-mail says is,

15 attached is an ad copy and that it will be run on the

16 16th of November.  It also specifies the cost.

17        Q.   That's the first page of the Exhibit --

18        A.   Yes.

19        Q.   -- 7; correct?

20        A.   Yes, it is.

21        Q.   And second page of Exhibit 7 is just a

22 continuation of the e-mail exchange; correct?

23        A.   Yes.

24        Q.   And what is the third page?  Is that the
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1 galley proof that was attached?

2        A.   Yes, that is what the State

3 Journal-Register sent Hanson.

4        Q.   And did you review that galley proof for

5 accuracy before it was published in the Springfield

6 Journal-Register?

7        A.   Yes, I did.

8        Q.   And to your knowledge -- and then what is

9 the next page of Exhibit 7?

10        A.   The next page is a copy from the

11 newspaper of the public hearing notice that was on

12 page 41 of the Saturday paper from November 16, 2013.

13        Q.   And did you personally confirm that the

14 notice of this hearing that's reflected on, is the

15 last page of Exhibit 7, was, in fact, published in

16 the Springfield Journal-Register newspaper on

17 November 16, 2013?

18        A.   Yes, I did.

19        Q.   And to your knowledge, when is the

20 Springfield Journal-Register generally published?

21        A.   It's published generally in the very

22 early morning of that specific day.

23        Q.   And in your personal experience, what's

24 the rough delivery time of the Springfield
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1 Journal-Register, whether to home or newspaper stand?

2        A.   Anywhere from 5:00 to 6:00 a.m.

3        MR. GOWER:  Your Honor, I move for the

4 admission of both Exhibit 6 and Exhibit 7.

5        MR. SHUMATE:  No objection from Union

6 Pacific.

7        MR. SWARTWOUT:  No objection from Norfolk

8 Southern.

9        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  You got to speak up.

10 One more time.

11        MR. SWARTWOUT:  It's Swartwout.  No objection

12 on behalf of the Norfolk Southern to Exhibit 6 and 7.

13        JUDGE DUGGAN:  IDOT?

14        MS. KUNTZ:  No objection.

15        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Staff?

16        MR. TOLIVER:  ICC staff has no objection to

17 admission of Exhibits 6 and 7.

18        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Exhibits 6 and 7 are admitted.

19        MR. GOWER:  Thank you, your Honor.

20                   (WHEREUPON, Exhibit Nos. 6 and 7

21                   were admitted into evidence.)

22 BY MR. GOWER:

23        Q.   Mr. Mendenhall, I'm going to hand you

24 Exhibit 8, and can you tell me what that document is,
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1 please?

2        A.   Yes.  This is a rendering of the

3 Carpenter Street underpass that was developed from

4 the preliminary plans that we created.

5        Q.   Was that prepared under your direction

6 and control?

7        A.   Yes, it was.

8        Q.   I'm going to go ahead and give you

9 Exhibit 9.  Mr. Mendenhall, can you tell me what

10 Exhibit 9 is?

11        A.   Yes.  These are the preliminary plans for

12 the Carpenter Street underpass that we prepared and

13 sent in to review to IDOT, to Norfolk Southern and

14 Union Pacific.

15        Q.   And those are basically the 60 percent

16 plans?

17        A.   Yes, these are 60 percent plans.

18        Q.   And you anticipate having final plans in

19 January of this year available for review among the

20 parties?

21        A.   Yes.  Pre-final plans, 95 percent plans.

22        JUDGE DUGGAN:  I'm not familiar with the

23 terminology.  You said plans.  What does that mean?

24        THE WITNESS:  60 percent plans is a kind of a
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1 beginning stage of developing the plan set.  We

2 have -- we put together, in general, most of the

3 sheets and most of the details but have not ironed

4 out a few items yet, have not calculated -- or have

5 not prepared our schedules that are detailed

6 schedules for the specific pay items.  So there is

7 some information that is lacking for them still.

8        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And the 95 percent is just

9 more detailed, correct?

10        THE WITNESS:  Yeah, 95 percent is more

11 detailed.  Basically, it's -- what we try to do is we

12 create a final plan set and send it in for review.

13 And then the comments that we receive back are

14 essentially kind of the extra 5 percent before we

15 get -- we address the comments and then we are

16 considered a 100 percent plan after that.

17        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And I know it's hard, but try

18 to remember to keep your voice up instead of

19 dropping.

20        THE WITNESS:  Okay.

21        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Thank you.

22        MR. GOWER:  Judge, would you like for me to

23 move for the admission of all the exhibits at the end

24 of his testimony?
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1        JUDGE DUGGAN:  That would be preferable.

2        MR. GOWER:  Okay, that's the way we will do

3 it then.

4 BY MR. GOWER:

5        Q.   Mr. Mendenhall, before we get into the

6 discussion of the basic design elements of the

7 proposed grade separation, I would like to get some

8 basic facts out concerning the current configuration

9 of Carpenter, Miller and Reynolds highway rail grade

10 crossings.

11                 At the Carpenter Street highway rail

12 crossing with the Norfolk Southern, is the Norfolk

13 Southern in application a single track?

14        A.   Yes, it is.

15        Q.   And Carpenter Street runs in an east/west

16 orientation at that location; is that correct?

17        A.   Yes.

18        Q.   Is the crossing equipped with any warning

19 devices?

20        A.   Yes.  It has automatic flashing light

21 signals, gates, bells, and constant warning time

22 circuitry.

23        Q.   How many lanes of vehicle traffic are

24 there on Carpenter Street in the current
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1 configuration of the crossing with the Norfolk

2 Southern?

3        A.   There's a total of four lanes; that is,

4 two lanes in each direction.

5        Q.   And what is the current width of each of

6 those lanes?

7        A.   Each lane is 11 foot for a total of 44

8 feet.

9        Q.   The pavement itself is 44-feet wide?

10        A.   At a minimum.

11        Q.   What's the current speed limit on

12 Carpenter Street at that location?

13        A.   30 miles per hour.

14        Q.   Are there sidewalks along Carpenter

15 Street?

16        A.   Yes.  Along the north side and the south

17 side of Carpenter Street there are four-foot-wide

18 sidewalks.

19        Q.   And to your knowledge, how many trains

20 does the Norfolk Southern currently operate through

21 this crossing?

22        A.   16 trains per day.

23        Q.   How is that determined?

24        A.   That value is from the 2010 study during
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1 the IES report where Hanson went out and counted the

2 trains.

3        Q.   What's the timetable speed limit for the

4 Norfolk Southern trains operating through the

5 Carpenter Street crossing?

6        A.   60 miles per hour.

7        Q.   Now, what does the term ADT mean?  That's

8 apple/diamond/transit.

9        A.   Average daily traffic.

10        Q.   And what's the current ADT on Carpenter

11 Street?

12        A.   6,100.

13        Q.   Do you know what percentage of that ADT

14 is -- let me take a step back.  If I use the term

15 heavy commercial traffic, will you understand that to

16 mean large trucks and the like?

17        A.   Yes.

18        Q.   Do you know what percent of the ADT is

19 heavy commercial traffic on Carpenter Street?

20        A.   Approximately 4 percent.

21        Q.   If you know, is the person traffic up,

22 person traffic, you have a percentage for that?

23        A.   I don't.

24        Q.   And now turning your attention to Miller
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1 Street, the Miller Street highway rail crossing with

2 the Norfolk Southern, is that also a single NS track

3 operating at that location?

4        A.   Yes, it is.

5        Q.   Where is Miller Street in relation to

6 Carpenter Street?

7        A.   Miller Street is north of Carpenter

8 Street.

9        Q.   So one block --

10        A.   One block north, yes.

11        Q.   I take it Miller Street runs in an

12 east/west orientation at that location?

13        A.   Yes, it does.

14        Q.   Does Miller Street cross the Norfolk

15 Southern tracks at a 90-degree angle at that

16 location?

17        A.   Yes.

18        Q.   And I guess I didn't ask this with

19 respect to the Carpenter Street:  Is it also crossing

20 at a 90-degree angle?

21        A.   Yes, it is.

22        Q.   Is the Miller Street crossing equipped

23 with any warning devices?

24        A.   Yes.  It has the same as Carpenter
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1 Street.  It is automatic flashing light signals with

2 gates, bells, and constant warning circuitry.

3        Q.   Do you know what the average daily

4 traffic count is to Miller Street crossing?

5        A.   350.

6        Q.   How was that determined?

7        A.   That was determined -- IDOT publishes

8 traffic counts on their website.  There's a map you

9 can go to and obtain the traffic data information.

10 And I did that to obtain the values.

11        Q.   And are the IDOT publications of ADT

12 something that licensed professional engineers

13 routinely look at and rely on in plans for roadway

14 projects?

15        A.   Yes, it is.

16        Q.   Is there any heavy commercial traffic on

17 Miller Street, to your knowledge?

18        A.   Miller Street is not a designated city

19 nor state truck route.  However, there are a few

20 businesses within that area that commercial traffic

21 does service.

22        Q.   But not -- what do you call those big

23 long trucks?  What are those called?

24        A.   Tractor trailers.
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1        Q.   Tractor trailer trucks go there?

2        A.   To my knowledge, there is not.  But,

3 again, there very well could have been a tractor

4 trailer pass through the crossing.

5        Q.   By the way, is Carpenter part of an

6 established school bus route?

7        A.   Carpenter Street is.

8        Q.   And is Miller Street an established

9 school bus route?

10        A.   No, Miller Street is not.

11        Q.   What's the speed limit at the Miller

12 Street crossing of the Southern track?

13        A.   30 miles per hour.

14        Q.   How many lanes of traffic are there on

15 Miller Street at that crossing location?

16        A.   There's a total of two lanes, one lane in

17 each correction.

18        Q.   Do you know the rough width of the road

19 at that location?

20        A.   Approximately 31 feet.

21        Q.   Are there any sidewalks?

22        A.   Yes, along the north and south side of

23 Miller Street there are four-foot-wide sidewalks.

24        Q.   And does the Miller Street crossing also
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1 have 16 Norfolk Southern trains a day operating

2 through that location?

3        A.   Yes, it does.

4        Q.   And does the timetable speak for the

5 Norfolk Southern trains at that location, 60 miles an

6 hour?

7        A.   Yes.

8        Q.   Let's turn to Reynolds Street.  Is the

9 Reynolds Street crossing with the Norfolk Southern,

10 is that also a single Norfolk Southern track

11 operating through that location?

12        A.   Yes, it is.

13        Q.   Does Reynolds Street run in an east/west

14 orientation at the crossing with NS?

15        A.   Yes.

16        Q.   And is Reynolds Street a block south of

17 Carpenter Street?

18        A.   It is one block south of Carpenter.

19        Q.   Does Reynolds Street cross the Norfolk

20 Southern at a 90-degree angle?

21        A.   Yes, it does.

22        Q.   Is the Reynolds crossing, like the Miller

23 Street crossing and like the Carpenter Street

24 crossing, also equipped with standard automatic
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1 flashing light signals with gates, bells, and

2 constant warning time circuitry?

3        A.   Yes.

4        Q.   What's the ADT at the Reynolds Street

5 crossing?

6        A.   400.

7        Q.   Is there any heavy commercial traffic?

8 And by heavy commercial traffic I am talking about

9 the tractor trailer trucks operated on Reynolds

10 Street over that crossing.

11        A.   Reynolds Street is also a -- similar to

12 Miller.  It is not a city truck route.  However,

13 there are CWOP facilities in that area that large

14 trucks do service.

15        Q.   Is Reynolds Street crossing part of an

16 established school bus route?

17        A.   No, it is not.

18        Q.   What's the speed limit on Reynolds

19 Street?

20        A.   30 miles an hour.

21        Q.   What's the road width of that location?

22        A.   31 feet.

23        Q.   Are there sidewalks on Reynolds Street?

24        A.   Yes, along the north and south side
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1 there's also four-foot-wide sidewalks.

2        Q.   At the Reynolds Street crossing with the

3 Norfolk Southern, are there 16 Norfolk Southern

4 trains also operating through that crossing?

5        A.   Yes, there is.

6        Q.   And is the timetable speed limit for the

7 Norfolk Southern trains at the Reynolds Street

8 crossing approximately 60 miles an hour?

9        A.   Yes, it is 60.

10        Q.   Mr. Mendenhall, if you would, we have a

11 blown-up version of Exhibit 8 there on the easel.  If

12 you could just walk us through, and I know Mr. Moll

13 stole some of your thunder but not all of it, would

14 you walk us through the basic elements of the design

15 of the Carpenter Street grade separation project.

16        A.   Yes.  This rendering was developed from

17 the preliminary plans that we created, so it

18 resembles pretty much what you are going to see when

19 the underpass is fully constructed.  There's going to

20 be two sets of lanes in each direction.  The pavement

21 will be concrete pavement, and the inside lanes will

22 be 11 foot wide, the outside lanes will be 13 foot

23 wide.  In between the inside lanes will be a 9-inch

24 raised concrete median.
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1                 And then along the outside lanes

2 there will be a curb and gutter.  And that curb and

3 gutter will have a 1 foot 6 inch wide gutter flag.

4 So face to face of curb on the Carpenter Street

5 underpass will be 61 feet.  Just behind the curb and

6 gutter along both sides of Carpenter Street will be a

7 bi-level retaining wall.  And the reason we are using

8 a bi-level retaining wall is because the grade on the

9 street is at a higher grade than the sidewalk.

10                 Carpenter Street adjacent to Ninth

11 Street will start out as a 1.5 percent grade and

12 transition into a 7 percent grade downward.  And then

13 we get -- when we get to the bottom of the underpass

14 it levels out.  And then when you continue towards

15 the east, it will start sloping back up at a 6.89

16 percent grade and then will transition to a 2 percent

17 grade right where it ties in to the 11th Street

18 intersection.

19                 Now, the sidewalks will be at a

20 maximum grade of 5 percent.  And what that grade does

21 is it satisfies longitudinal ADA requirements for the

22 percent grade.  So that's why we have the pedestrians

23 separated from the vehicular traffic.  It also helps

24 out from a safety standpoint.
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1                 Along the retaining walls there will

2 be cable railing for the protection of the

3 pedestrians.  And then also at the top of the outside

4 retaining wall there will be cable railing.

5                 Now, as Jim mentioned previously,

6 there's going to be two structures before we

7 construct it.  One bridge will be a Norfolk Southern

8 structure, and it will be wide enough to accommodate

9 two tracks.  The other structure will also be wide

10 enough to accommodate two tracks.  Both bridges will

11 be approximately 88 feet long from back to back

12 abutment.  Now, the abutments are behind the

13 retaining walls so you really can't see them at this

14 rendering.  But each bridge is a two-span structure,

15 so it will span from the abutment behind the

16 retaining wall to the pier that is within the median

17 and then span again from that pier to the other

18 abutment behind it.

19                 Other features that will be included

20 in this project is in the center median.  There will

21 be lighting.  In addition to lighting that does not

22 show up in this rendering, there will be lighting

23 behind the retaining walls and various locations.

24 Also there's going to be lighting that will be
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1 attached to the face of the retaining wall.  It is

2 resembled by this white line here.  It runs

3 continuous along the retaining wall under the bridges

4 to the other side.  And there will also be many

5 median lighting along the face of the piers.

6                 Those are the main features of the

7 underpass.

8        Q.   Does the median continue all the way to

9 Ninth Street on the east -- excuse me, on the left

10 and -- on the east?

11        A.   On the east -- excuse me, on the west

12 side there will be a left-turn lane developed for

13 westbound Carpenter Street traffic to turn south onto

14 Ninth Street.  Now, at the east end of the project,

15 Carpenter Street on the opposite side of 11th Street

16 does not have any turn lanes, so we are not including

17 any turn lanes at the east end of the project.  If we

18 included a turn lane, the movement through the

19 intersection there will be a large offset and will

20 not be a very good situation from a safety

21 standpoint.

22        Q.   When you were doing your design for the

23 roadway, are there any general standards that you

24 followed?
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1        A.   Yes.  We followed the IDOT Bureau of

2 Local Roads and Streets manual and also various

3 AASHTO manuals.

4        Q.   When you say AASHTO, is that the American

5 Association of State Highway Transportation

6 Officials?

7        A.   Yes, it is.

8        Q.   And those are nationwide standards that

9 applied and states abide by them?

10        A.   That is correct.

11        JUDGE DUGGAN:  What was the O in AASHTO?

12        MR. GOWER:  Officials.  It stands for --

13 BY MR. GOWER:

14        Q.   Mr. Mendenhall, why don't you tell us

15 what does it stand for?

16        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Just speak up when you say it.

17 You dropped the last word.

18        THE WITNESS:  American Association of State

19 Highway Transportation Officials.

20        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Thank you.  That's all I

21 asked.

22 BY MR. GOWER:

23        Q.   And you mentioned ADA.  Is that the

24 Americans with Disabilities Act?
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1        A.   Yes, it is.

2        Q.   And that 5 percent grade limitation is so

3 the wheelchairs don't roll too fast, among other

4 things?

5        A.   Yes, that is correct.

6        Q.   Let's talk briefly about the closures

7 during construction of this project.  Will Carpenter

8 Street be closed during construction?

9        A.   Yes, Carpenter Street will be temporarily

10 closed during construction.

11        Q.   And what are the geographic limits of the

12 closure of Carpenter Street during construction?

13        A.   It will be closed from the intersection

14 at Ninth Street at the west end of the project to the

15 intersection of 11th Street at the east end of the

16 project.

17        Q.   And how long do you anticipate the

18 construction will last?

19        A.   18 months.

20        Q.   And I forgot to ask you, you are familiar

21 with the funding for this project, are you not?

22        A.   Yes, I am.

23        Q.   Are you aware of any limitations that

24 exist, timing limitations or restrictions that exist
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1 with respect to the applicable funding?

2        A.   The funding for the TIGER grant has to be

3 authorized by September of next year.

4        Q.   The obligated?

5        A.   Obligated.  Sorry.

6        Q.   And what does the term obligated mean, if

7 you know?

8        A.   I would defer that term to IDOT because I

9 believe that they are in the process of determining

10 what obligation means.

11        Q.   All right.  For safety sake, are you

12 assuming that obligations means the contract has to

13 be left and awarded by September of 2014 in order

14 to -- for the TIGER grant funds to be available?

15        A.   That is what I would assume.  However, I

16 cannot definitely say it is true.

17        JUDGE DUGGAN:  That's what you are using as

18 your guideline right now, is it not?

19        THE WITNESS:  Yes.

20 BY MR. GOWER:

21        Q.   How do the plans contemplate that the

22 closure will be accomplished on Carpenter Street in

23 order to prevent automobile or truck traffic on

24 Carpenter during the operation of the construction
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1 project?

2        A.   We will be providing temporary barricades

3 right at the intersection of Carpenter with Ninth and

4 11th Street.  There will also be a detour plan that

5 is a part of the preliminary plans that we will be

6 using to detour traffic throughout the length of the

7 project.

8        Q.   We will get to the detour plans in a

9 second.

10        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Gower, could you please

11 speak up or move closer to the mic.

12        MR. GOWER:  I'm sorry.  I'm leaning back.  I

13 apologize.

14 BY MR. GOWER:

15        Q.   My question was -- I don't know what my

16 question was.

17        A.   It was about the temporary barricades.

18        Q.   Well, whose responsibility are the

19 temporary barricades for maintenance purposes during

20 construction of the project?

21        A.   During construction it will be the

22 contractor's responsibility of the temporary

23 barricades.

24        Q.   Now, will Miller Street be closed during
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1 construction?

2        A.   Miller Street will be closed near the

3 beginning of construction.  We estimate that

4 approximately four months into the construction

5 period, this is really up to the contractor to

6 determine, but when there needs to be grading or any

7 modifications to the at-grade crossing area of Miller

8 Street, that is when the grade crossing will be

9 closed.

10        Q.   Are you raising the grade of the Norfolk

11 tracks by about 3 percent?

12        A.   Three feet.

13        Q.   Three feet rather -- excuse me?

14        A.   In that area I think less than that.

15 But, yes, the grade will be raised, yes.

16        Q.   So when the contractor starts to raise

17 the grade of the Miller and Reynolds Street

18 crossings, that's when the crossings will have to be

19 temporarily closed and then ultimately permanently

20 closed?

21        A.   That is correct, yes.

22        Q.   And will barricades be placed in front of

23 Miller Street during the construction?

24        A.   Yes.  On Miller Street just outside of
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1 the railroad's right-of-way, there will be permanent

2 guardrail placed, along with reflective signs and a

3 road closed sign.

4        Q.   Will Reynolds Street be closed during

5 construction?

6        A.   Yes.  Similar to Miller Street, we

7 anticipate that approximately four months into

8 construction that Reynolds Street will be closed.

9        Q.   And how would that -- and that closure

10 will be accomplished essentially the same way as

11 Miller Street?

12        A.   Yes.

13        Q.   Let's talk about detour.  What

14 arrangements, if any, are contemplated for detouring

15 traffic during the construction of the project?

16        A.   There will be signing that is provided;

17 that is, according to the preliminary plans that we

18 developed, the contractor has to place those signs in

19 order to detour traffic for eastbound and westbound

20 Carpenter Street.  In addition to that, when the --

21 when we close the road for both Miller and Reynolds

22 Street, there will be permanent road closure signs

23 placed.  So we're not providing a, what's called a

24 temporary detour.  It is more or less a permanent
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1 closure of those two locations for eastbound and

2 westbound traffic on Miller and Reynolds.

3        Q.   With respect to the actual detour route,

4 is the plan to go onto the Madison/Jefferson couple

5 in Springfield?

6        A.   Yes, for eastbound Carpenter Street

7 traffic, we were going to have the traffic diverted

8 to a southbound direction on Ninth Street and then

9 eastbound onto Madison Street and then again back

10 northbound onto 11th and then eastbound on Carpenter

11 Street after that.

12        Q.   And where that traffic, whether it's

13 eastbound or westbound, would cross the Norfolk

14 Southern tracks, are those Madison and Jefferson

15 crossings protected by automatic signals, lights,

16 bells, gates, and constant warning time circuitry?

17        A.   Yes, it is.

18        Q.   What's the current ADT of the

19 Madison/Jefferson Street traffic?

20        A.   20,500.

21        Q.   And if all of the traffic on Carpenter,

22 Miller and Reynolds is detoured to the Madison/

23 Jefferson Street, do these roadways have the capacity

24 to absorb the increased traffic during the detour --
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1 or during construction without adversely affecting

2 the level of service?

3        A.   Yes, both Madison and Jefferson would

4 have adequate capacity.

5        Q.   And do you propose -- do you foresee that

6 any other street might be used for emergency detour

7 of traffic or traffic might use it during

8 construction?

9        A.   We do foresee that emergency traffic and

10 some local traffic that's familiar with the area

11 could use Enos Street as an alternate east/west

12 crossing.

13        Q.   And does the Enos Street -- is the Enos

14 Street crossing with the NS similarly equipped?  That

15 is, it has automated lights, bells, whistles, gate,

16 and constant warning time circuitry?

17        A.   Yes, it does.

18        Q.   Do you know what the ADT currently is of

19 Enos Street that's crossing with the Norfolk Southern

20 tracks?

21        A.   600.

22        Q.   Do you know what the number of lanes on

23 Enos Street currently is?

24        A.   There are two lanes in each direction.
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1 Sorry, there is two total lanes and one lane in each

2 direction.

3        Q.   What's the width of Enos Street

4 currently?

5        A.   31 feet.

6        Q.   And does Enos also cross the Norfolk

7 Southern tracks at a 90-degree angle?

8        A.   Yes, it does cross at a 90-degree angle.

9        Q.   And in your engineering judgment, can

10 Enos accept the temporary load when emergency

11 vehicles increase during construction?

12        A.   Yes, it could.

13        Q.   Let me show you what was previously

14 marked as Exhibit 10 and ask you if you could tell us

15 what that document is?

16        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Off the record.

17                   (WHEREUPON, a discussion was held

18                   off the record.)

19 BY MR. GOWER:

20        Q.   Can you -- is there a term of art used in

21 the engineering highway design industry known as

22 AADT?

23        A.   Yes, there is.

24        Q.   And what is AADT and how does it differ
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1 from ADT?

2        A.   AADT is the annual average daily traffic,

3 and that is traffic that is basically averaged over

4 an entire year what the anticipated traffic count

5 would be.

6                 And then an average daily traffic is

7 just the traffic that is obtained -- that could be

8 obtained within a one-day period.

9        Q.   Do the two tend to be pretty similar?

10        A.   They are very similar, yes.

11        Q.   In many instances?

12        A.   Yes.

13        Q.   You started to tell us.  What is

14 Exhibit 10?

15        A.   Exhibit 10 is an aerial photo that has

16 the line work of existing right-of-way of Carpenter

17 Street.  Also the road closures and some of the rail,

18 all of the rail alignments.  That would be a part of

19 the full build-out.  That would include the Union

20 Pacific tracks, the Norfolk Southern track, and also

21 the future Norfolk Southern track.  The main part of

22 this figure that we really wanted to hit on was to

23 show the proximity of Miller Street, Reynolds Street

24 adjacent to Carpenter Street, and also that will be
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1 where the road closures would occur at on those

2 streets.

3        Q.   And does it also show any sight-line

4 problems at the Miller or Reynolds Street crossings?

5 Or is that another document?

6        A.   No, this would also show the sight lines.

7 The sight lines do kind of extend farther to the

8 west.  But in general, the buildings that cause the

9 adverse effects in the sight lines are contained

10 within this image.  So on Miller Street for eastbound

11 traffic, for eastbound traffic that is moving, if you

12 are trying to see a train that is traveling down the

13 corridor, there is a building at the southwest corner

14 and also another building at the northwest corner of

15 Miller Street and the 10th Street corridors that is

16 in alignment sight for the vehicles.

17                 For vehicles traveling westbound on

18 Miller Street, there is a building I am outlining

19 right here (indicating), and then also another

20 building, MB Heating & Cooling, that obstructs the

21 line of sight for moving traffic.

22                 Now, for stopped vehicles at Miller

23 Street, there are no line of sight obstructions

24 looking to the south.  However, when you are looking
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1 to the north, and it doesn't show up on this figure,

2 but the Norfolk Southern line starts curling towards

3 the east.  And when the line travels to the east, you

4 do not have sufficient line of sight when you look to

5 the north for a stopped vehicle at Miller Street.

6 Now --

7        Q.   Go ahead.

8        A.   Okay.  I'll go to Reynolds Street next.

9 At Reynolds Street, for vehicles that are headed

10 eastbound moving vehicles, there are no permanent

11 line of sight obstructions.  However, based on

12 looking at this photo here, you can see many empty

13 semitrailer -- I shouldn't say empty, but

14 semitrailers that aren't attached to tractors that

15 would obstruct the line of sight.  We call these

16 temporary clearances.  They are not permanent

17 clearances.  However, those have been there for quite

18 some time.

19                 Now, headed westbound on Reynolds

20 Street there are line of sight obstructions from this

21 building to this part of CW --

22        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Excuse me a second.  North

23 is --

24        THE WITNESS:  North is left.
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1        JUDGE DUGGAN:  East is -- that is up.

2        THE WITNESS:  Eastbound is up.

3        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And west is?

4        THE WITNESS:  Westbound is down.

5        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Now, okay, I thought you said

6 it differently before.  As long as we are clear, the

7 obstructions you were talking about, the

8 semitrailers, that was on the westbound approach,

9 correct, or heading west, correct?

10        THE WITNESS:  That is headed eastbound.

11        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  You are using different

12 terminology.  Okay, I see.  So west of the tracks --

13        THE WITNESS:  West of the tracks --

14        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And your eastbound traffic.

15        THE WITNESS:  Yes.

16        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Approaching the trucks.

17        THE WITNESS:  Approaching the crossing.

18        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  Now I understand what

19 you're saying.  Thank you.

20 BY THE WITNESS:

21        A.   For Reynolds Street traffic headed

22 westbound, there is a CWOP building here and then

23 also another building here that blocks the line of

24 sight for westbound traffic.
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1                 Now, for stopped traffic on either

2 side of the crossing, there's adequate sight distance

3 for stopped traffic.  However, for the through

4 traffic moving east or westbound, there's not.

5 BY MR. GOWER:

6        Q.   Fair to say there's sight line problems

7 with both of these crossing that are close to

8 closure?

9        A.   Yes.

10        Q.   And you close these crossings because of

11 the change in grade associated with getting the

12 railroad tracks up over Carpenter Street; correct?

13        A.   Yes.

14        Q.   And the clearance from the roadway to the

15 bottom of the proposed Norfolk Southern structure is

16 14 feet 9 inches; correct?

17        A.   That would be the minimum, yes.

18        Q.   And the minimum distance between the

19 roadway -- between the top of the roadway structure

20 and the bottom of the UP structure is also a minimum

21 of 14.9 inches; right?

22        A.   14 foot 9 inches.

23        Q.   14 feet 9 inches.

24        A.   Yes.
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1        JUDGE DUGGAN:  You are talking between across

2 the bridge?

3        THE WITNESS:  Along Carpenter Street.

4 BY MR. GOWER:

5        Q.   And if you didn't have that 14-foot-9

6 clearance, then you would have to mark some obstacles

7 or put some hazard marking out there; correct?

8        A.   Yes, we would have to put little

9 clearance signs if the vertical clearance is less

10 than 14 foot 6 inches.

11        Q.   Thank you.  I don't know whether I asked

12 you this.  If I did, I apologize.  But when -- when

13 Miller and -- if Miller and Reynolds are closed,

14 where is most of that traffic going to be, in your

15 estimation?

16        A.   It is my opinion that most of that

17 traffic would go through Carpenter Street.

18        Q.   Okay.  And with the grade separation that

19 you are proposing for Carpenter Street, will the

20 capacity of Carpenter Street be sufficient to absorb

21 the ADT on both Miller and Reynolds without having an

22 adverse impact upon the level of service on Carpenter

23 Street?

24        A.   Yes, it is more than sufficient.
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1        Q.   I will hand you what was previously

2 marked -- actually, I should take a step back.  Tell

3 me about adverse travel.  If Miller Street is closed,

4 what's the total length of adverse travel as that

5 term is used in the ICC rules?

6        A.   .44 miles.

7        Q.   And just tell us briefly how you

8 calculated that?

9        A.   The way I calculated that was at the

10 grade crossing on the west side of Miller Street, I

11 calculated the distance that it took to go down

12 Miller Street, south down Ninth, through eastbound on

13 Carpenter Street, north on 11th and then back

14 westbound onto Miller Street to the opposite side of

15 the grade crossing.

16        Q.   And did you calculate adverse travel as

17 that term is used in the ICC rules for the Reynolds

18 Street proposed closing?

19        A.   Yes, I did.

20        Q.   And what did you calculate that adverse

21 travel distance to be?

22        A.   0.44 miles.

23        Q.   And how did you calculate that distance?

24        A.   Very similar to Miller Street.  You
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1 started at the west side of the Reynolds Street

2 Norfolk Southern grade crossing, went westbound to

3 Ninth Street, north on Ninth Street, and then

4 eastbound along Carpenter Street to southbound 11th

5 Street and then back westbound onto Reynolds Street

6 and then to the opposite side of the grade crossing.

7        Q.   Thank you very much.  Let me hand you

8 what was previously marked as Exhibit 11 and ask you

9 to tell us what that document is?

10        A.   Yes, this is an aerial photo that shows

11 the alignment for the Norfolk Southern shoofly and

12 the alignment for the interim track location for the

13 Carpenter Street project.  We have to construct a

14 shoofly in order -- a shoofly track in order to build

15 the two -- in order to build the Norfolk Southern

16 bridge and then the adjacent Union Pacific bridge.

17 So there will be a temporary alignment for the

18 Norfolk Southern during construction.

19        Q.   And that's all included in your cost;

20 correct?

21        A.   Yes.

22        JUDGE DUGGAN:  What is a shoofly?  Why do you

23 use that term?

24        THE WITNESS:  It's just a common term for a
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1 temporary track situation.  I don't know where the

2 terminology, shoofly, came from, but that's just a

3 known term within the engineering profession.

4 BY MR. GOWER:

5        Q.   And it's an alternative route around the

6 otherwise closed crossing to enable the railroad to

7 keep operating during construction; correct?

8        A.   Yes.

9        Q.   And it's temporary track that's put in --

10        A.   Temporary track.

11        Q.   -- to go around that crossing?

12        A.   Yes, it is.

13        JUDGE DUGGAN:  It looks like the track -- the

14 shoofly track is east/west, whereas the rest of the

15 track is north/south.

16        THE WITNESS:  No, the shoofly track is

17 north/south.  It veers off to the east a little bit.

18 It gets close to the right-of-way line.

19        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Well, my Exhibit 11 shows

20 north -- shows -- north this way, and then the

21 shoofly is east/west.

22        THE WITNESS:  Right near this callout, it

23 says center line of Norfolk Southern shoofly.  This

24 is the existing alignment.  And then just south of
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1 Enos Street we will be starting the shoofly

2 alignment.  It will be a continuous --

3        THE COURT REPORTER:  Repeat that.

4        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And speak louder.

5        THE WITNESS:  Okay.

6        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Let me at least put this up.

7 On Exhibit 11, right down the middle there is a white

8 corridor with a line down the middle of that, which I

9 took to be the railroad.  But apparently it is not.

10 What is it?

11        THE WITNESS:  This is splitting -- the

12 drawing is splitting basically --

13        JUDGE DUGGAN:  What is the white corridor

14 down the middle?

15        THE WITNESS:  That is a dividing line for the

16 north half of the project, Carpenter Street for the

17 railroad, and then also the bottom portion of this

18 exhibit is for the south half of the track for the

19 Carpenter Street project.  So if I were to cut this

20 right down here, I would take this part and stick it

21 up here in one continuous line.

22        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Once again, north on here

23 would indicate that the white corridor on here,

24 things to the right are east; things to the right are
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1 west, not north/south.

2        THE WITNESS:  This is the north/south

3 direction, and then this is also a north/south

4 direction right here.  And this line --

5        JUDGE DUGGAN:  So you are pointing to a line

6 in the middle of the eastern half.  And what is that

7 line in the middle eastern half?

8        THE WITNESS:  That line is the alignment of

9 the shoofly track.  And then also --

10        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Where is the alignment of the

11 existing Norfolk Southern track?

12        THE WITNESS:  The line in the existing

13 Norfolk Southern track starts at the --

14        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Once again you are in the

15 middle of the right half where the dark line is

16 coming down; correct?

17        THE WITNESS:  Yes.

18        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  And there's a part of

19 it where it veers off about midway down, correct?

20        THE WITNESS:  Yes.

21        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And that's what you are

22 referring to as the shoofly line?

23        THE WITNESS:  That's correct.

24        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  On the west half of
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1 this document, there is another black line which

2 indicates -- which way is that?

3        THE WITNESS:  I don't think we should call

4 this document, break it up into east/west because --

5        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay, right and left.

6        THE WITNESS:  Right and left.

7        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Left --

8        THE WITNESS:  This is also the Norfolk

9 Southern shoofly and the Norfolk Southern interim

10 line.  It's a continuation of where it stops here and

11 picks back up at this point and continues to the

12 south.

13        JUDGE DUGGAN:  So the left side is the

14 southern portion of the right side.  And where it

15 says match line --

16        THE WITNESS:  Yes, that is correct.

17        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Where it says match line

18 station 11.00 shoofly, that is where they match up --

19        THE WITNESS:  With this location.

20        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Wait until the question.

21                 Where it says match line station 11

22 plus zero zero shoofly, on the left, that's matches

23 up on the south with the same indication with the

24 same match line station 11.00 shoofly on the right
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1 hand; correct?

2        THE WITNESS:  Yes.

3        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  All right.  Very good.

4 Thank you.

5 BY MR. GOWER:

6        Q.   This is Exhibit 12 that Mr. Moll talked

7 about briefly.  Can you tell us what that document

8 is, please?

9        A.   Yes.  This is the plan and profile

10 drawings that was a part of the preliminary plans.

11        Q.   Thank you.  Let's go to Exhibit 13.

12 Mr. Mendenhall, what is Exhibit 13?

13        A.   Exhibit 13 is the preliminary estimate of

14 costs that was developed from the preliminary plans.

15        Q.   And was that prepared under your

16 direction, supervision and control?

17        A.   Yes, it was.

18        Q.   Would you just -- and did you work

19 together with ICC staff to arrive at an agreed

20 allocation of cost responsibility for the project as

21 reflected on Exhibit 13?

22        A.   Yes, I did.

23        Q.   Whom did you work with?

24        A.   Aaron Toliver and also Mike Stead,
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1 S-t-e-a-d.

2        Q.   Now, just walk us through this document.

3 Starting on the left-hand side, there's a column

4 titled code number.  What is that?  What that's refer

5 to, that code number?

6        A.   Code number is a specific item number

7 that IDOT assigns to each individual pay item.  And

8 those pay items are listed just to the right of that

9 specific number.

10        Q.   What's the next column?  It says unit.

11        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Are we going to go through

12 every column here?

13        MR. GOWER:  It should take me about two

14 minutes.

15        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.

16 BY THE WITNESS:

17        A.   The third column is a unit of measurement

18 for that particular pay item.

19 BY MR. GOWER:

20        Q.   And what's the next item?  Excuse me,

21 what's that reference?

22        A.   The total quantities represents what we

23 estimated from the preliminary plans to be the total

24 quantity for that particular pay item based on the
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1 unit of measurement.

2        Q.   When I had bids of project, they tell the

3 contractor what the units are that they are to bid

4 on.  They give them an estimate of the costs, and

5 then they require them to provide a price for the pay

6 item and they multiply that -- they require them to

7 multiply that times the estimated quantity to get a

8 cost for that pay item, and then they total all the

9 pay items and they require them to put a summary at

10 the bottom of what their bid is; is that right?

11        A.   Yes, that's correct.

12        Q.   And this is designed to match --

13        A.   Yes.

14        Q.   Now, next to total quantities, you have

15 GCPS eligible total quantities.  What's that a

16 reference to?

17        A.   Those are eligible quantities related to

18 grade crossing protection funds.  When I worked on

19 this estimate, I worked with Aaron and Mike Stead.

20 And what we determined to do was provide multiple

21 columns that are just to the right of this column for

22 the various eligible and ineligible items related to

23 grade crossing protection funds.

24        Q.   Walk us through those next columns and
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1 tell us what they mean.

2        A.   The first column would be the Union

3 Pacific bridge.  Those are considered zero percent

4 eligible quantities.  The reason that they are

5 zero percent is because there are currently no

6 existing facilities at this location.  So it was

7 determined that we should not consider that as an

8 eligible item.

9        Q.   So everything -- every item that's used

10 or went into -- would go into the building of the UP

11 bridge was put in the zero percent GCPS eligible

12 column?

13        A.   Yes.

14        Q.   Tell us what the next column is?

15        A.   The next column are the quantities for

16 the Norfolk Southern bridge.  And what we determined

17 was 60.5 percent of those quantities should be

18 eligible for grade crossing protection fund, and that

19 was based on taking a ratio of a single-track

20 structure width to the width of a dual-track

21 structure width.  A single-track bridge would be 23

22 feet wide and the dual-track structure that we are

23 providing as part of the Carpenter Street project is

24 38 feet wide.  So we took 23 and divided it by 38 and
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1 came up with 60.5 percent.  So what we've determined

2 here was we believe that 60.5 percent of that

3 structure should be eligible for grade crossing

4 protection funds.

5        Q.   This was an analytical methodology that

6 you agreed to with ICC staff?

7        A.   Yes.

8        Q.   So that grade crossing protection funds

9 would be used only to pay for the cost associated

10 with a single-track structure, and they weren't

11 paying for a double-track structure; is that right?

12        A.   Yes, that is correct.

13        Q.   All right.  Let's go back to your next

14 column.

15        A.   Okay.  The next column is we consider

16 that the retaining walls should be a hundred percent

17 eligible.  In addition to that, the following column

18 is roadway items would be 100 percent eligible.

19                 The next column are traffic signals.

20 And the ICC staff let us know that the traffic

21 signals are considered intersection improvements;

22 therefore, that they were zero percent eligible.  And

23 then the following two columns are quantifies for the

24 various railways, both Union Pacific and Norfolk
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1 Southern.

2                 And while the Norfolk Southern

3 quantities could be deemed eligible, we decided that

4 we would not consider them eligible because we had

5 additional funds and we did not need to seek

6 additional reimbursement through the GCPS for these

7 items, so we tried to kind of simply this down.

8        Q.   Which column are you talking about now?

9        A.   This would be the --

10        Q.   With these two columns, this one is for

11 the Union Pacific for the three items and then this

12 column is for the Norfolk Southern railway items?

13        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Of the middle columns that are

14 raised, you are referring to the second and third

15 from the right, correct?

16        THE WITNESS:  From the right, yes, that is

17 correct.

18        JUDGE DUGGAN:  What is that, about four, five

19 down, UPRR?  And the other one says NSRR; correct?

20        THE WITNESS:  Yes.

21 BY MR. GOWER:

22        Q.   And what's the final column, quantities

23 zero percent?

24        A.   The final column are individual pay items
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1 that the ICC recommended to us that should not be

2 considered eligible.  Those three items are

3 detectable warnings that are used as the sidewalk

4 goes to the pavement at the intersections of Ninth

5 and 11th Street and also at Carpenter.  And then the

6 next two items are anti-graffiti protection system

7 and then also staining of the concrete structures.

8 They considered those more of aesthetic type of item

9 and therefore not necessary.  So that's why they

10 weren't considered for reimbursement.

11        Q.   And you didn't necessarily agree, but to

12 reach agreement you took those out; right?

13        A.   Yes, we reached agreement on those three

14 items.

15        Q.   Take me to unit price.  Is that your

16 estimate of the cost for the unit items?  So, for

17 example, under the first item, temporary funds, which

18 is measured by the foot, you estimated that the

19 contractor would bid $10 for each foot of temporary

20 fence; correct?

21        A.   Yes.

22        Q.   And then you multiplied that times the

23 total quantity; correct?

24        A.   Yes.
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1        Q.   And then you determined how much of that

2 total cost was GCPS eligible?

3        A.   Yes.

4        Q.   And then the final column you subjected

5 it to staff's policy that only 60 percent of any

6 given item is GCPS eligible, and you showed the

7 calculation of that 60 percent total there; correct?

8        A.   Yes.

9        Q.   And then you have a funding breakdown

10 here on this project?

11        A.   Yep.  At the very bottom, this would be

12 on the third sheet of Exhibit 13, at the bottom of

13 the spreadsheet we have the total cost.  We believe

14 that the project will cost $20,576,400.  And we

15 anticipate that the funding breakdown for this -- the

16 City has obtained a TIGER grant that is $14.4 million

17 that would cover part of that cost.  The City would

18 cover $1,233,000, and then we are requesting grade

19 crossing protection funds for $4,939,000,200.

20        Q.   Thank you very much.  Done with

21 Exhibit 13.

22                 Tell me what Exhibit 14 is, please?

23        A.   Exhibit 14 is an aerial photo with the

24 alignment of the existing Miller Street and Norfolk
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1 Southern at grade crossing.  And what this shows is

2 that there is a 90-degree angle of intersection

3 between those two alignments.  And this was obtained

4 from the ICC's website.

5        Q.   And that's basically you are depicting

6 the layout of the street compared to the crossing;

7 correct?

8        A.   Yes.

9        Q.   And what is Exhibit 15, please?

10        A.   Exhibit 15 is an aerial photo that has

11 the alignments overlaid on it for Reynolds Street and

12 the Norfolk Southern track.  And it shows those two

13 alignments intersect at a 90-degree skewed angle.

14 And again this exhibit was obtained through the ICC

15 website.

16        MR. GOWER:  Your Honor, I would move for the

17 admission of Exhibits 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14

18 and 15.

19        JUDGE DUGGAN:  So you are not doing 16, 17,

20 18?

21        MR. GOWER:  I am not going to do 16, 17 and

22 18.  So we can call the stipulation 16 if you wanted

23 to.

24        JUDGE DUGGAN:  So you are 8 through 15, is
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1 that it?

2        MR. GOWER:  6 through 15.

3        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.

4        MR. SHUMATE:  The Union Pacific has no

5 objection to entering Exhibits 6 through 15.

6        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Swartwout, any objection

7 to Exhibits 6 through 15?

8        MR. SWARTWOUT:  No, your Honor.

9        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Ms. Kuntz?

10        MS. KUNTZ:  No objection.

11        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Toliver?

12        MR. TOLIVER:  No objection, your Honor.

13        MR. GOWER:  I said 16, but I meant 15.

14        MR. SHUMATE:  I said 15 also, your Honor.

15        JUDGE DUGGAN:  15 is correct.  So,

16 Mr. Swartwout, 6 through 15, any objections?

17        MR. SWARTWOUT:  No, your Honor.

18        JUDGE DUGGAN:  IDOT, any objections?

19        MS. KUNTZ:  No, your Honor.

20        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Toliver, any objections?

21        MR. TOLIVER:  No, your Honor.

22        JUDGE DUGGAN:  6 through 15 are admitted.

23                   (WHEREUPON, Exhibit Nos. 6-15

24                   admitted into evidence.)
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1        MR. GOWER:  Thank you, your Honor.

2                 Now, I was prepared to walk through

3 the rules, your Honor, but we have negotiated a draft

4 proposed stipulation for your consideration.  We will

5 mark it as -- why don't we mark it as Exhibit 16.

6 Keep them in order if you want to.

7        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Let's go off the record.

8                   (WHEREUPON, a discussion was held

9                   off the record.)

10        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Back on the record.

11                 I have before me a document titled

12 Draft Proposed Stipulation with Exhibit 16 marked on

13 it.  And this is a document that I believe all the

14 parties have worked together to come to an agreement

15 by which they could stipulate today that the facts

16 represented in this document are true and correct,

17 and if testimony was presented, that it would be

18 presented consistent with those facts, including the

19 information regarding the proposed Reynolds and

20 Miller at-grade crossings, and, of course, the

21 division of costs and everything else that appears in

22 this document.

23                 So, again, for the purpose of

24 stipulating that the facts stated in Exhibit 16 are
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1 true and correct and the testimony presented would

2 have been presented in accordance therewith, do you

3 stipulate to Exhibit 16, Mr. Gower?

4        MR. GOWER:  On behalf of the City of

5 Springfield, the petitioner in this case, we so

6 stipulate, your Honor.

7        JUDGE DUGGAN:  And, Mr. Swartwout?

8        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Your Honor, we do stipulate

9 with the understanding that the verified petition has

10 been accepted by this Court.

11        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Well, that was something

12 you -- let's do the amendment first.  You had a

13 motion to file an amended -- verified amended.

14        MR. GOWER:  We have a motion pending that we

15 filed for leave to file instanter a verified amended

16 petition?

17        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Any objection?

18        MR. SWARTWOUT:  None.

19        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Any objection?

20        MR. SHUMATE:  No.

21        JUDGE DUGGAN:  IDOT.  Any objection,

22 Mr. Toliver?

23        MR. TOLIVER:  No objection.

24        JUDGE DUGGAN:  The motion is granted.
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1                 Now, back to 16 and my question

2 regarding the stipulations.

3        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Norfolk Southern so

4 stipulates to Exhibit 16, your Honor.

5        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  Ms. Kuntz, on behalf of

6 IDOT?

7        MS. KUNTZ:  On behalf of IDOT, we stipulate

8 to the facts contained in Exhibit 16.

9        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Toliver?

10        MR. TOLIVER:  On behalf of ICC staff, we

11 stipulate to the facts contained in Exhibit 16.

12        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  And --

13        MR. SHUMATE:  And, Judge, Union Pacific, we

14 stipulate to the facts in Exhibit 16 also.

15        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Thank you.

16                 Okay.  Now we are going to offer

17 Exhibit 16 into evidence.

18                 Mr. Gower, any objection?

19        MR. GOWER:  No.

20        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Swartwout, any objection?

21        MR. SWARTWOUT:  None, your Honor.

22        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Kuntz, any objection?

23        MS. KUNTZ:  No objection.

24        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Shumate, any objection?
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1        MR. SHUMATE:  No objection.

2        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Toliver, any objection?

3        MR. TOLIVER:  No objection.

4        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay, Exhibit 16 is admitted

5 into evidence.

6        MR. GOWER:  I have no further questions of

7 this witness, your Honor.

8        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Swartwout?

9        MR. GOWER:  Two quick ones.  I already know

10 the answer.

11                   DIRECT EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. SWARTWOUT:

13        Q.   Will the MUCCD be followed with respect

14 to the crossing closures, the signage for the

15 crossing closure at Miller, Reynolds and Carpenter

16 while Carpenter is --

17        A.   Yes, it will be followed.

18        Q.   And the remaining signage will be

19 maintained by the City?

20        A.   Yes, it will.

21        Q.   With respect to the shoofly and the work

22 that's to be done at Carpenter, it won't be necessary

23 for the contractors to follow the tracks of the

24 Norfolk Southern, the operating tracks?
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1        A.   What is that approximate distance?

2        Q.   Let's take it this way.  Following we've

3 got covered by building protective liability.  And

4 that's in our order.  How about -- there won't be any

5 necessity for contractors to be crossing over the

6 trackage of the Norfolk Southern during this project,

7 will there?

8        A.   During the beginning of the project,

9 there could be contractors crossing over the Miller

10 and Reynolds Street crossings before they are closed.

11 But the gates and signals and everything would still

12 be in place.  After that, we do not anticipate --

13 after those crossings are closed, we do not

14 anticipate that the contractor will be crossing the

15 tracks.  Oh, and Carpenter Street also.

16        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Thank you.  That's all I

17 have, your Honor.

18        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Ms. Kuntz?

19        MS. KUNTZ:  A few questions.

20                   DIRECT EXAMINATION

21 BY MS. KUNTZ:

22        Q.   You reference these are 60 percent plan

23 maps that's sent to IDOT; is that correct?

24        A.   Yes.
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1        Q.   Has IDOT sent any comments on those

2 plans?

3        A.   Yes, they did send comments to us.

4        Q.   And have you incorporated those comments

5 into the plans?

6        A.   We are currently working on incorporating

7 those comments into the plans.

8        Q.   And all of the design plans are going to

9 be in accordance with IDOT's plans and

10 specifications?

11        A.   Yes.

12        MS. KUNTZ:  Thank you.

13        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Shumate, any questions of

14 Mr. Mendenhall?

15        MR. SHUMATE:  No questions, your Honor.

16        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Toliver?

17        MR. TOLIVER:  I have no questions, your

18 Honor.

19        JUDGE DUGGAN:  The only thing I have is you

20 depicted a fencing along the railroad bridge.  Is

21 that part of the plan?

22        THE WITNESS:  There will be a railing along

23 the top of the bridge, yes.

24        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  And that's included in
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1 the cost estimates?

2        THE WITNESS:  Yes.  We are -- I think maybe

3 what you are getting at is for the Union Pacific

4 bridge.  At each end of the bridge at the abutments,

5 we will be providing fencing so trespassers do not

6 get on the structure and throw items off of the

7 bridge onto traffic.

8        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  But it, in fact, goes

9 the length of the bridge, doesn't it?

10        THE WITNESS:  It will be -- physically will

11 go the length of the abutment.  The railing will go

12 the length of the bridge.

13        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  Looking at Exhibit 8, I

14 see something that goes clear across the length of

15 that bridge.  What is that?

16        THE WITNESS:  That is that railing.  Into the

17 page we will be providing fencing that is

18 perpendicular to this along the length of the

19 abutment at the Union Pacific bridge, so trespassers

20 don't get onto the structure and throw objects off.

21        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Why is that a rail instead of

22 a fence?

23        THE WITNESS:  We are using --

24        JUDGE DUGGAN:  What is the difference between
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1 a rail and a fence?  Because it looks to me like it's

2 gray from the surface of the bridge to the height.

3        THE WITNESS:  The difference between a rail

4 and a fence is the material.  The fence is basically

5 a chain link pattern, and these are cable tension

6 rails.  They are basically strands of cable that will

7 be tensioned to prevent pedestrians or workers from

8 falling off of the bridge.

9        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.

10        MR. GOWER:  Nothing further, your Honor.

11                  REDIRECT EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. GOWER:

13        Q.   Well, the City is going to be responsible

14 for the security -- for securing the UP bridge;

15 correct?

16        A.   That is correct, until it is transferred

17 over to UP ownership.

18        MR. GOWER:  Nothing further, your Honor.

19        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Anything further,

20 Mr. Swartwout?

21        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Nothing, your Honor.

22        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Ms. Kuntz?

23        MS. KUNTZ:  No, your Honor.

24        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Shumate, you said you have
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1 a statement?

2        MR. SHUMATE:  Yes, your honor.  I would like

3 to make a statement on behalf of Union Pacific

4 Railroad.

5                 Union Pacific has no objection to

6 the project.  In the spirit of long-term cooperation,

7 UP has agreed to be a party to this matter.

8                 However, the Third Street high-speed

9 rail corridor is the current focus of UP railroad

10 operations now and in the future, and that any

11 proposed relocation of UP's operations will at

12 minimum have to be a turnkey operation at no cost to

13 the UP; that UP will have a two-track main line under

14 its ownership and control at the relocation

15 right-of-way site; and, that any and all costs,

16 expenses, liquidated damages, penalties, and

17 repayment obligations associated with the relocation

18 and all improvements to UP's existing line and

19 capital improvements thereon on the Third Street

20 corridor must be paid, released or otherwise

21 satisfied so as not to be a burden on UP.

22                 In addition, all value, including

23 but not limited to, track tie and other track

24 material, salvage, real property interest or corridor
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1 interest, fiber optic interest and mineral and oil

2 and gas interest in the Third Street corridor,

3 including the right to transfer, assign or otherwise

4 hypothecate any such interest will remain the

5 exclusive property of the Union Pacific.

6                 That's it.

7        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  Well, I think we need

8 to understand that I don't think that many of those

9 things here are part of this proceeding, so I don't

10 want you to misunderstand that just because you read

11 that therefore you get that.

12        MR. SHUMATE:  Oh, I understand that, your

13 Honor.

14        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  And that, in fact, it's

15 my understanding that you stipulated to facts --

16        MR. SHUMATE:  Oh, yes, we have no objection

17 to the project and we've stipulated to the proposed

18 order.

19        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.  Okay.  So as far

20 as a position on any objection to the project,

21 Mr. Swartwout?

22        MR. SWARTWOUT:  No, your Honor, no objection.

23        THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry, who is

24 speaking?
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1        MR. SWARTWOUT:  Mr. Swartwout.  And the

2 answer is no, your Honor.

3        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Annette, the question as to

4 whether there's any objection to the petition and the

5 request for leave was Judge Duggan.  The statement of

6 no objection was Mr. Swartwout.  Okay?

7        THE COURT REPORTER:  Thank you.

8        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.  Ms. Kuntz, any

9 objection to the request for leave stated in the

10 petition?

11        MS. KUNTZ:  No objection.

12        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Toliver, any objection to

13 the request for leave stated in the petition?

14        MR. TOLIVER:  No, your Honor.

15        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  Now, even though we've

16 got what appears to be a very good draft, we may

17 still have to communicate and, you know, from

18 experience it's easier to communicate when -- well,

19 we can actually talk with each other.  So I'm going

20 to ask for an ex parte waiver so that I may

21 communicate with Mr. Toliver and he may communicate

22 equally with all of you and back to me.

23                 Mr. Gower is agreeable, too, for us

24 to communicate, and you waive ex parte for that
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1 matter?

2        MR. GOWER:  I agree and waive ex parte for

3 that matter, your Honor.

4        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Swartwout?

5        MR. SWARTWOUT:  I agree and waive, your

6 Honor.

7        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Ms. Kuntz?

8        MS. KUNTZ:  I agree and waive, your Honor.

9        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Shumate?

10        MR. SHUMATE:  I agree and waive, your Honor.

11        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Thank you.

12                 Mr. Toliver?

13        MR. TOLIVER:  I agree and waive, your Honor.

14        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.

15                 Now, I'm going to let this gentleman

16 have his say.  Was there anything else we needed to

17 do?  Okay.  If not -- let's go off the record one

18 second, Annette.

19                   (WHEREUPON, a discussion was held

20                   off the record.)

21        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Back on the record.

22                 Spell your name.

23        MR. RIMBEY:  Harry D. Rimbey Rimbey.

24        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Okay.  So, Mr. Rimbey, you
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1 want to state your thoughts on the underpass or the

2 railway?

3        MR. RIMBEY:  The reason I came here, I read

4 this article in the paper there's going to be a

5 meeting and I wasn't familiar with what's going on

6 here.  And yesterday I celebrated my 88th birthday

7 and today I didn't have anything to do, so I thought

8 I'd come down here and find out what's going on.  And

9 since I first observed and what you talked about,

10 there's a couple points here that I want to bring out

11 that hadn't been discussed too much.

12                 One is I want to know why they

13 didn't build an overhead structure instead of an

14 underpass, because I am a graduate also here of

15 University of Illinois, class of '51.  And

16 Mr. Hanson, who started this outfit, was my teacher

17 over there.  And I have had a lot of experience.  I

18 built a Cook's underpass and I built a structure

19 similar to this in Effingham, Illinois over at

20 Conrail about ten years ago.  And when they brought

21 up the fact that it was going to cost $20 million to

22 do this project, which is similar to the one I built

23 in Effingham, cost $6 million about ten year ago, I

24 was wondering why this is going to cost so much more
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1 money.

2                 And the other thing is I was

3 wondering about, when you talked about the shoofly,

4 the bridge that we built at the Cook Street underpass

5 we were required to build a temporary railroad bridge

6 parallel to the existing railroad bridge for the

7 trains to run on while we were building the structure

8 of.  I haven't seen no mention about, in padding,

9 requirement in this contract.

10                 And the other thing is I was

11 wondering if they considered the possibility, since

12 there's going to be two structures here, whether they

13 had the structures that's going to be built for the

14 railroad in the future parallel to the existing one,

15 whether that can be utilized as a temporary

16 structure.  Shoofly --

17        JUDGE DUGGAN:  I think that they can probably

18 answer your questions and in pretty short order, but

19 we are probably not going to get into too much detail

20 about it, okay?  In you want the answers to

21 questions, you get the answers, okay?

22        MR. RIMBEY:  And the other thing, I haven't

23 seen no mention -- see, I'm against building subways

24 because of the fact that they have a limited
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1 clearance when you can go over them.  There's no

2 rail.  And every time it rains, the subway fills up

3 with water.  And when it fills up with water, you

4 can't get through there.  We had that happen in

5 Springfield all the time.  And the other thing is, in

6 order to build a subway, you got to build a pump

7 station.  And I haven't seen no mention of a pump, I

8 guess pump station part of this contract.  But the

9 cost maintaining that pump station is from now on.

10        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Mr. Mendenhall, can you answer

11 his questions --

12        MR. MENDENHALL:  Yes, I can.

13        JUDGE DUGGAN:  -- about why the underpass,

14 overpass, what about a pump station and the shoofly?

15        MR. MENDENHALL:  If I can have one of these

16 pictures, will probably help out.

17        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Bear in mind, she is on the

18 record.  One person talks at a time.  You ask a

19 question, he is going to answer.

20        MR. RIMBEY:  Thank you.

21        MR. MENDENHALL:  The first question was

22 related to why are we building an underpass instead

23 of an overpass.  With an underpass, when you go under

24 the railroad, we have to provide as a minimum
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1 14-foot-9 vertical clearance.  If we go over the top

2 of a railroad, we have to provide 23 feet, I think 6

3 inches roughly.  So we have to get up quite a bit

4 higher in the air.  And also what that does is that

5 extends the limits of the project out beyond Ninth

6 Street and beyond 11th Street.  So these

7 intersections would actually have to be raised up.

8 And it would drastically affect all of the adjacent

9 properties along these two stretches of road.

10                 So the limits of the project would

11 be well beyond the limits of Ninth to 11th Street.

12 So that's why an underpass was used.

13        MR. RIMBEY:  That answered my question.

14        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.  Okay.

15        MR. MENDENHALL:  One of your other questions

16 was related to the temporary shoofly.  You mentioned

17 Cook Street.  I think there's a structure built for

18 that.  What we are going to be doing is put sheet

19 piling in adjacent to that shoofly traffic so then we

20 can go and excavate in order to construct these two

21 structures.

22                 These bridges will be built with

23 drilled shafts so we will be drilling down in the

24 ground, and then we can construct the bridge on top
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1 of it with minimal excavation underneath of it and

2 then come back and finish the excavation under these

3 two bridges when that shoofly is shifted back to the

4 Norfolk Southern structure.

5                 Also in addition to that question,

6 you mentioned why we can't use the Union -- you

7 wanted to know why we couldn't use the Union Pacific

8 bridge.  Well, we are not requiring right-of-way yet

9 leading up to that bridge.  We're going to be

10 acquiring one parcel here, but we would have to

11 require additional parcels to the north in order to

12 shift traffic over to the Union Pacific bridge to use

13 it.  So that's why we are not going to be using the

14 Union Pacific bridge during the construction.

15                 And the -- right here is the

16 location of the pump station.  There will be a pump

17 station used.  And I know you mentioned that, you

18 know, there could be flooding issues, things like

19 that.  We're providing a storage amount of, I can't

20 remember how many thousands of gallons exactly it is,

21 but that pump station is going to be able to store a

22 significant amount of water while it is also

23 outletting.

24                 Water to the existing sanitary
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1 system.

2        MR. RIMBEY:  Satisfied.

3        JUDGE DUGGAN:  Very good.  Well, thank you so

4 much.  I am sure they will talk to you more off the

5 record if you'd like.

6                 And so if there's nothing else, we

7 are going to mark the record heard and taken.

8        MR. SHUMATE:  Thank you, your Honor.

9                          (WHICH WERE ALL OF THE

10                           PROCEEDINGS HAD IN THE

11                           ABOVE-ENTITLED CAUSE

12                           ON NOVEMBER 25, 2013.)
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